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Overview

Ever increasing scrutiny, constant change and a shortage
continuing features of the corporate reporting landscape.
how companies have managed these challenges, where they are struggling to comply
and areas of innovation and better practice.

As ever, we have scoured the annual reports of 100

listed UK companies, of various sizes and in various
industries, in order to provide you with insight into

;E reporting practices. We look at the whole report,
'tincluding 

the strategic report, governance content and

rhe fi nancial statements.

Responsible capitalism and licence to operate
Responsible capitalism is a much-cited concept
in recent years and there is an increasing

acknowledgement that a company needs a societal
licence to operate. lt was therefore no surprise that
92% of companies surveyed referred to key inputs into
their business model in the form of off-balance sheet
resources and relationships, ranging from employee
workforces to customer relationships and natural
resources. The lnternational lntegrated Reporting
Council's <lR> Framework can be helpful in this regard,

with six companies referring to it or describing their
report as'integrated'.

f6mpany purpose and culture
/o of reports gave a clear description of a company

*p'urpose 
that went beyond making profits for

s h a re ho I d e rs a n d, e n co u rag ingly, 7 6 co m pa n i es

discussed value created for at least one stakeholder
other than shareholders.

The FRC has also stressed the importance of corporate
culture in recent years, including the critical role of
the board in holding management to account. An
encouraging 5870 of companies explalned the values,

behaviours and culture that they seek to uphold.

Section 172

Section 172 af the Companies Act 2006 (s'172) already
requires directors to consider broader non-financial
matters, such as employee interests and the impact on
the community and environment, whilst promoting the
success of the company for its shareholders.

New laws will soon see all large UK companies having

to describe in their annual reports how their directors
have had regard to the matters set out it' s172.
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of trust in business have been
Once again our survey shows

Corporate governance reforms have also seen the
F RC p u b I i s h a n ew !(!q[gg.f atq-Q o,49[0anceIode,
incorporating the Prime Minister's broad social reform

agenda and desire to restore trust in UK business.

Effective in2019, the 2018 Code will see numerous
changes to the detailed public reporting on a

company's corporate governance arrangements, driven
by changes to the underlying governance processes for
many companies.

Some companies are already acknowledging their
broader responsibility within society. 29% of companies

referred to the responsibilities required by s172
(2017'17), with 890 explaining how the directors had

fulfilled those responsibilities and had regard to their
duty under s172.The vast majority of companies (97%0,

2017: 87Vo) evidenced consideration of their business'

impact on the community and the environment. The

fostering of relationships with suppliers was also

acknowledged by 7 1o/o (2017 : 380/o).

Non-fi nancial information
One of the few changes to the requirements for
annual reports in 2017 was the implementation of the
Non-Financial Reporting (NFR) Directive in the UK. 70

of the companies surveyed fellwithin its scope and

compliance was mixed.

One NFR Directive requirement is to give the policies

a company pursues in relation to environmental
matters, its employees, social matters, human rights
and anti-bribery and anti-corruption. 61 companies
clearly mentioned anti-bribery and anti-corruption,
but in many cases it was hard to identify whether
companies had made disclosures designed to meet the
NFR Directive, due to existing requirements touching
on similar areas. Another recurring issue was ambiguity
as to whether the information provided could really
be regarded as constituting a'policy'. For example,
we felt that only 23 of the companies in scope had

clearly named or described a policy in relation to social
matters,
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The new NFR Directive requirements may have

contributed to an increase in the average length
of reports,which rosefrom 155to 164pages. 13%0

discussed how they had regard to materiality in the
context of their narrative reporting, typically within
their corporate responsibility information,

Narrative reporti ng assurance
Despite investor focus on non-flnancial metrics, only a

quarter of companies referred to internal or external
assurance over non-financial or CSR information,
in some cases covering more than just traditional
sustainabiliry information.

Use of APMs
The use of non-financial metrics remains relatively
common in companies' key performance indicators
(KPls), with 710/o (2017:740/o) laving one or more such
metric. Employee-related items were the most popular

type of non-financial metric -750/o(2017',530/0) of those
with non-financial KPls had such a measure.

When it comes to financial metrics, alternative
performance measures (APMs), being adjusted
versions of IFRS measures, also remain populal
reflecting the widespread belief in the UK that when
used appropriately they are useful. 9670 presented

such metrics in their up-front highlights section, with
910lo of those including an adjusted profit APM.

Compliance with ESMA guidelines
An emerging trend observed, adopted by 460/0, was for
companies to have a dedicated section or appendix
on APMs, providing much of the information required
by ESMAs guidelines on APMs, Overall, compliance
with ESMAs guidelines was mixed. 8670 of those with
an adjusted profit APM in their highlights section
reconciled it back to the IFRS measure and 8070

provided comparative balances.

Prominence of APMs
One of the more judgemental requirements of ESMAs

guidelines is that APMs should not be given more
prominence than the associated IFRS measures. lt
appeared lhal200/a of companies may have given

undue prominence to adjusted profit measures by

using bold font or graphs to emphasise APMs in their
highlights. Looking further into the reports, almost a

third of Chairmen's and CEOS' statements did not make
any reference to IFRS profit measures when discussing
adjusted profit measures, echoing findings from the
FRC's recent thematic review on APMs.

ln the financial statements themselves, 68% had ApMs
on the face of the income statement. ln terms of the
labels used, it appears that concerns over the use of
misleading terms may be having an effect - the use of
'exceptional' items dropped from 20 companies to 1'l

companies and the use of 'non-recurring'from three to
none. The use of 'adjusting items' as an umbrella term
rose from six to ten.

Principal risks: cyber and technology
Against the backdrop of a fast-changing world,
companies on average identified ten risks that could
seriously affect their performance, future prospects or
reputation. These principal risks covered a wide variety
of issues, but in a business environment increasingly
utilising technology it was unsurprising that, similar to
the previous year's reports, they frequently included
matters around cyber-crime (73%o), data protection
(54%o) and systems'failures (460/o). Many companies
evidenced in their reports that their boards are taking
cyber risks seriously, with 54%o disclosing board
attention on cyber risk/cyber security, including
board training, presentations to the board or audit
committee, cyber insurance and externally provided
projects regarding cyber security.

Continuing with the technology theme, it was

interesting that 190/o set out a principal risk that they
might not keep up with the pace of technological
change and that a failure to do so would threaten the^
business. Another feature of the modern world, socia'
media, was explicitly referred to by a small number of
companies in the context of reputational risks and the
need to monitor such publicity.

Principal risks: Brexit
Looking slightly further ahead, the UK's departure from
the European Union was identifled as a principal risk by
25 companies, with a further 34 explicitly referring to
it in the context of a broader risk around marketplace
and economic uncertainty. 27% disclosed board
attention to the topic of Brexit, down from 44Vo in 2017.

ln terms of their business model and how it might or
might not change following Brexit, the majority were
either silent (460/o) or stated that they were monitoring
the situation (260/o).230/o indicated that they did not
expect any change and the remaining 5%o that they had
changed, would change or might change. The FRC is

keen for companies to keep updating the information
they provide on Brexit as the situation continues to
evolve.



Principal risks: climate change
Surprisingly only one company identifled climate

change as a principal risk. A very small number
mentioned compliance with regulation including that
designed to tackle climate change and 18 companies
identified environmental risks, ranging from availability
of resources to extreme weather events (without

linking these to climate change).

On a related note, only four companies asserted
.ne level of compliance with the guidelines on

\:,mate-related disclosure published by the G20

Financial Stability Board's Task Force on Climate-

Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD). Slightly more
encouragingly, 15 companies in total described their
board of directors' oversight of climate related risks.

Viability
Having considered a company's principal risks tn\
directors are required to provide a st*g!.gnUeSarUing
theco@y.S}ok(2017. I

Z +V{fi Aicate d w h i c h s pec i fi c r i s ks we re co ns i d e red f
in making their statement, with 54ok disclosing f
qualifications or assumptions underlying their I
assessment - 29 companies mentioned the avaiiability
of financing or refinancing

The FRC and investors have indicated that they
expect to see directors undertaking an assessment

r company's prospects, including the resilience

'vrthe business model, over a longer time period

than that over which they assess the company's
viability. However, only 13% provided a clearly distinct
discussion of the company's prospects in the viability
statement.

Board evaluation
The performance of directors is often subject to
considerable scrutiny nowadays, making board
evaluation disclosures of particular interest. 35Vo of
companies explained the findings and related action
points from board evaluation processes (2017'.410/o). A

further 17% of companies just described the findings
of their eva I uation (201-/ : 9%). Discussi ng a reas for
improvement helps demonstrate transparency,
openness to change and commitment to the running of
an effective board.
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Diversity
Boards can also benefit from having a suitably diverse

make-up. New rules, stemming from the NFR Directive

and implemented into the Disclosure Guidelines

and Transparency Rules (DTR), became effective for
periods commencing on or after 1 )anuary 2017,

requiring disclosure of boardroom diversity policies

in the corporate governance statement, including

aspects such as age, gender, geographical diversity and

educational and professional background.

Although 800/o (2A17:86%) of reports referred to

aspects of diversity other than gender, only 29% were

regarded as meeting the new DTR requirements. ln

order to meet the new requirements, boards should

aim to describe the policy itself rather than the
processes in place or actions taken during the year. Any

cross-references to entity-wide diversity policies should
also include information on how they speciflcally apply
to the board.

Succession planning
After a significant improvement in our 2017 survey,

standards had been maintained in this year's

succession planning disclosures. 93% of boards
disclosed activity around succession planning (2017:

890/0,2016 69%), However, in our judgement only 330/o

(2017' 410/0) of companies this year included disclosures
that explained clearly the systems the board has

in place to maintain good succession planning, for
example use of a regularly updated skills matrix.

Audit committee reporting
The FRC's Audit and Assurance Lab published, in
December 2012 investor feedback on what information
is expected from audit committees on significant
financial reporting issues. In our judgement, based on
the FRC's findings, only 250/o provided comprehensive
disclosures adding substantially to the reader's
understanding of issues and how the audit committee
had considered and challenged them. ln general, audit
committees could have provided more detail on their
actions and level of challenge and comparatively few
explained the rationale underlying their conclusions
regarding the significant issues.

The FRC's program of thematic reviews led, in part,

to an increase in audit committee reports referring
to engagement with the FRC's corporate Reporting
Review panel - a rise from 3Vo to 150/0.
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Judgements and estimates
ln November 2012 the FRC published findings from
its thematic review of financial statement disclosures
on critical accounting judgements and key sources
of estimation uncertainty under IAS 1. Consistent
with the findings therein, it seemed to us that some
progress had been made but that there is still room
for improvement, For example, 660/o (2017',520/0,

201 6: 27 Vo) d isti n gu ished between j ud gements a nd
estimates, bearing in mind that different information
is required for each, although 18 companies seemed

to have misclassified items between these categories.

Boilerplate also remains a concern - just under a third
of companies we looked at only provided disclosures

that were so generic they could have been applied

equally to any other company.

Defined benefit pensions
Another area where the FRC completed a thematic
review in 2011, and one that attracts significant
attention, is in respect of defined benefit schemes

run by companies. Albeit many are now closed to new

entrants or future accrual, 67%o of companies still had

some form of defined benefit obligation. Encouragingly,

on an accounting basis at least,40 were in a surplus
(where plan assets exceeded the liabilities) and 37

ofthose su[pluses were recognised as assets by

companies, although only 21 provided justifications for
asset recognition.

NeW IFRSS

It was the final year for 8'1 companies surveyed before
the mandatory implementation of significant new

accounting standards on financial instruments and

revenue, IFRS 9 and IFRS '15. Given this proximity, and

perhaps thanks to regulatory pressure, it was pleasing

that companies provided more information on these
forthcoming standards than previously.

5ix companies indicated that IFRS 15 might have a

material impact and a further 20 stated that it would
have an impact, which implied that it would be material,

Of those 26 companies, 23 quantified the impact.

Similarly, 19 companies indicated they expected IFRS

9 to have an impact, which again implied it would be

material, with 14 quantifying it,

No companies had early adopted the new leasing
standard, IFRS 16, which becomes effective for
periods commencing on or after 1 January 2019 and
brings most leases on balance sheet for lessees.

Some companies appeared well advanced in their
preparations, with eight companies quantifying the
impact. A further 36 companies gave some idea
of the impact through a cross-reference to their
operating lease commitments. However, care should
be taken in adopting such an approach, due to
potential diflerences between 1AS 17's disclosure and^
the amount to be recognised under IFRS 16. ln the
forthcoming reporting season expectations will only
increase in terms of the information to be provided on
the impact this significant new standard will have.

Final thoughts
Change abounds, both in terms ofthe business

environment companies find themselves operating in

and in terms of the information they are called upon to
provide to investors. This publication provides valuable

insight into how companies are responding to this
challenge and how they are innovating when it comes

to telling their story in their annual reports.

Veronica Poole
Global IFRS Leader and UK Head of Corporate
Reporting
Deloitte
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lntroduction

ln this publication we aim to provide insight into practices in annual reporting, focusing

on areas where requirements have changed, where regulators are focusing or where

innovative practices are emerging.

The publication presents the findings of a survey of
100 annual reports of UK companies with a premium

listing of their equity on the London Stock Exchange,

75 of the 100 companies are the same as those used

,__ .h. previous survey. The population comprises

19 FTSE 100 companies (2017'. 18), 38 FTSE 250

companies (2017:39) and 43 companies outside the
FTSE 350 (2017: 43). lnvestment trusts, other than real

estate investment trusts, are excluded from the sample

due to their specialised nature. The reports analysed

are for financialyears ended between 30 September
2017 and 31 March 2018.

Each section addresses a different .rO.- ,. ,rO),
UK listed company's annual report, generally

distinguishing between:

. areas where compliance has been relatively good

or improved;

. areas where companies have struggled to comply
with requirements; and

providing information. 
:

i

The topic of integrated reporting impacts multiple l

parts of companies' annual reports and is discussed ,

in multiple sections of our publication. To help identify
this recurring topic we have used the following i
colour-coding , '/

Although our survey data uses only companies from our

sample, when selecting examples of good practice we

have used material from companies that, in our view,

best illustrate a particular requirement or innovation,

regardless of whether they are in our sample.

Many more example disclosures can be found in

an appendix accompanying the electronic version

of this publication, available at www.deloitte.co.uk/

annualreportinsights. A more detailed discussion

of the regulatory requirements UK companies with

a premium listing are sub.iect to is also provided as an

appendix in the electronic version.

Each section also includes a short list of items to watch

out for in the reporting season ahead, reflecting areas

of changing requirements or practice and areas of
regulatory focus.

lntegrated reporting -
commentary highlighted blue
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1, Purpose and culture

32o/o

sdescription of their
purpose beyond
moking profits for
shareholders

A company's purpose defines'who'a business is and why
it exists. lt goes beyond financial goals to incorporate a
broader set of shared values and behavioural expectations;
a company's values and behaviours define its culture.
Together, purpose and culture act as benchmarks for every
important decision. From environmental footprints to social
impacts businesses are scrutinised by an ever-wider array of
stakeholders. lfthey fall short in any respect. they erode a
vital commodity: trust. ln an age of enhanced transparency
and heightened accountability, a loss oftrust has profound
consequences. But this is notjust about trust.

As Larry Fink, CEO BlackRock, noted in his 2018 letter to CEOS'

'Without o sense of purpose, na company, either public or private,

con achieve its full potential. lt will ultimotely lose the license

to operste Irom key stokebolders. It will succumb to short-term
pressures to distribute eornings, and, in the process, socrifice

investments in employee development, innovotion, and copital

expenditures thot ore necessary far long-term growth'. He continues

to note thot'ultimately, thot company will provide subpor returns

to the investors who depend on it to finance their retirement, home
purchoses, or higher educotion'.

A clear company purpose sets the context for the company
itself and, as a result, drives the company story told through the
annual report. It underpins the business model and how the
organisation creates value, drives the company's strategy for
stakeholder engagement, and reflects the underlying culture
and values the company signs up to.

Given the importance of having a clear sense of purpose,

companies should feel proud to declare it to their investors.
Broadly consistent with 2012 32 companies included a

prominent and clear description of the company's purpose,

explaining why it exists, while 8690 of companies discussed
culture or values in their strategic report. Of those who did
provide a clear purpose there was an even split between
companies in the FTSE 100,250 and othersectors.

06
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gave a clear,
prominent

This clearer understanding of and realisation that businesses can
better succeed when they have a broader focus - succeeding for
broader stakeholders as well as shareholders - is consistent with
delivering an understanding of how the directors have discharged
their duty under section 172 (see section 4)^ lt also resonates
with the FRC's focus on corporate culture, which has indicated
the importance of board attention to this topic in order to hold
management to account (see section 9).

Once again the length and prominence of purpose statements

;x,l::il,ff:5:::."#lii,il;11."i.l;:ff i:il'JlyJ"J5:JC
detail and substance. Similarly to 2017 a number were clearly
marked as purpose, for example BT Group plc, whilst others were
simply stated without a heading early on in the report, such as

HSBC Holdings plc's on the inside front covel or encompassed
within a'mission' or'vision'.

Good examples of purpose statements link to wider
stakeholders whilst also providing clarity on the activities of the
company and avoiding the use of generic words or statements.
For example, National Express Group PLC wrote 'Our customers

ore at the heort of what we do at National Express. Whether they
ore fare poying possengers, tronsport oathorities or school boords,

the mission is the some: to relentlessly meet their expectotions.

As a leading transport company, we provide o crucial service by
conveniently and safely connecting people to jobs, education,

shopping ond leisure in on environmentolly responsible woy,

through volue fares'.

Linked to purpose is the culture and values of the organisr,,one
and how these underpin both what the business does and how
it does it, with reporting on th js area increasing. Over half of
companies provided, within their strategy, a description of the
values, behaviours and culture that the entity seeks to uphotd.
For example lntertek Group Plc outlines 5'strategic enablers'
that explain the values, behaviours and culture thatthey seek
to uphold. ln addition there was a rise of 33Yo in the number of
companies referencing the UN Sustainable Development Goals,

reflective of an increased focus for companies to have a wider
purpose thatgoes beyond creation of profit for shareholders
and demonstrates a commitment to longer term value creation
for a broader group of stakeholders.

As companies focus on longer term reporting and reporting how
they create value for a broad range ofstakeholders, the role of
clear purpose underpinned by values and delivered through
a strong and consistent corporate culture has never been so

topical.
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What to watch out for

Explain your company's purpose. The importance of communicating company purpose and linking this
to the strategy and business model is something that is drawn out in the FRCS revised Guidance on the
Strategic Report2, published inluly 2018.

Explain your corporate culture, the focus of the Board and their challenge to management in this area,

including both how the company goes about setting culture and then how it is adhered to. A useful starting
point is the FRC's report on 'Corporate Culture and the Role of Boards'3 published in July 2016.

Examples of disclosure
The following statements of purpose go beyond making a profit for shareholders.

Marks and Spencer Group plcBT Group Plc

"The M&S Way"
rir iarriy oi *..;rirte-q!eS joi.!eC ily corrrmcr.- brerrdS, Cirallnei,S.
tr'\ci .1- . tOircr iri;agall j,r tn.aj J S*arri:cj :;rl of bcii*i:; ir: q;al.itv.

e:irical sor-r: ci::! ar r* cjeliver,no vJ:irt Fo!' rror.tey
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The following demonstrates an entity's strategy explaining the values,

behaviours and culture that the entity seeks to uphold.

lntertek Group plc

Our purpo* rcmains to use lhe porlpr of
communications to make a better wodd.
This driws everything thd we do.

Ourvision is leadership in eonlerged conneaivity
and services, delivered brilliantly in the UK and
for multinational rorporations. Ihis highlights arr
rommitment to (oflverqen{e as a growing category
of products ard service.

Ourgroal is to dn\€ sustarnable growth rn vaiue. This

reflrts our commitnrent ts balance top and bottorn-
line growth and to create value from our invesEnent
in anr integated network and diftrentiated producu
and servicet

Ysac Hotdings ptc

Lloyds Banking Group plc

A.(ell)
E7

Con necti ng customeri::
to opportunities
HSBC rrn:s to bs witere the gror,,iih is, enabiin:J
cuSrr +ss IC tl'r:r,e antl ccOnOrnies t-) [.)'oifrct,
arrd ullirrratc:'y irr:lp:rrg tr-lco1-ric to Iuli: tirr::i
hcpcs and realise their anrbriicr.c.

purpose is to help Brkain
We are creating a responsibie busineisthat
better meets our customers' needs and a
culture where our colleagues put customeis
first. This is key to our long-term succ*ss and t*l
fulfilling our aim to become the bestbank {or
customers, colleagues and shareholdsrs. 
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2. Report structure and preliminary
announcements

Average report length grown
from an average of

155,o 164 our", n

Reports comprised an average of

61o/o
narrative

394/a
financial
statements o

companies mentioned how they
had regard to materiality in their
narrative reporting
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($ ereliminary results announcements
r=z lnitial results announcements were madeto
the market, on average, 66 days after the year end,
an increase of 3 days compared to 2011. This increase

was driven by the slowing of releases from companies
outside ofthe FTSE 350 who laokf{ days, compared
to 70 days in2017. FTSE 350 companies released

results, on average, after 59 days, in line with 2017 and

significantly faster than their smaller counterparts.
Despite this gap in timing of release, the quickest 10

)orters were a mix of companies with 4 from FTSE

\J0,4 from FTSE 250 and 2 from outside the FTSE 350,

Five companies chose to include special purpose audit
reports in their results announcements, all of whom
were outside of the FTSE 1 00. lnvestors may fl nd such
timely insight on the audit helpful, rather than having
to wait for the full annual report to be released. 88
companies made it clear in their results announcement
that the results were based on audited amounts,
where the audit had been completed.

Reporting timetable
With most companies issuing preliminary results

based on fully audited financial statements, it comes
as no surprise that similar trends were found in terms
ofthe time taken for annual reports to be approved
by directors (as opposed to when they were published
in glossy form). The average time taken to approve

. rual reports increased from 64 days to 66 days after
fear end. ln line with the results announcements, this
increase has been driven by companies outside of the
FTSE 350 where reporting took 75 days, compared to
69 days in2017. The increase for FTSE 350 companies
was only 1 day to 60 days.

Companies outside of the FTSE 350 took between 44
to 120 days to approve their annual reports. This range
of 76 days is far broader than those companies in the
FTSE 1 00 who had a range of only 34 days, reflecting a

signiflcant variation in resources available to companies
outside ofthe FTSE 350.

Annual report insights 2018 | Surveying FTSE reporting

Length of report
Annual reports have grown again from 155

pages to '164 pages in the current year with 24

companies having annual reports with 200 pages or
more and 2 with over 300 pages. The 2 longest reports
from the previous survey cut the length oftheir reports
by40 pages on average. However, the general trend is

that annual reports continue to grow and this is driven
primarily by companies outside of the FTSE 350.

The average length offinancial statements have

increased to 63 pages, up from 60 pages in2017.

However, the proportion of the annual report that is
narrative content remains at 610/a, showing that the
increased length of annual reports is split relatively

evenly between narrative and financial reporting.

The purpose of the strategic report specifically is to
provide information to shareholders to help them
assess how directors have performed their duty under
sl72. However, only that information that is material
for a shareholder's understanding of the business

should be included. 13 companies talked about how

,theyhqQ*1-qgard to materiality in the context of their

earrative reportingl most usually within their corporate
reslansiOi+ityi-rjfdrmation - likely prompted by the
materiality guidance in the Global Reporting lnitiative
(GRl) framework which many companies refer to.
However, 3 discussed it in respect of the narrative as a

whole, with 2 of those providing a detailed discussion
of how they arrived at the material matters.

It was encouraging that 38 companies cross referred
to a separate sustainability report, indicating that
they had included in the annual report only that
CSR information which was considered material for
investors but ensuring that further information,
provided for a broader range ofstakeholders, was
available elsewhere.

The length of audit reports has remained consistent
year on year at 7 pages. However, the length ofthe
audit report often does not reflect the length of the
financial statements of the company as it comprises
on average 10Vo of a FTSE 100 company's financial
statements but 13% ofthose outside the FTSE 350.

09
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D irectors' rem uneration
The length of the directors'remuneration report

has remained above 10%o of the whole annual report
but has fallen, on average, by 1 page to 18 pages. Whilst
FTSE 100 companies have the longest reports, on
average, at 20 pages, surprisinglythe longest 5 reports,
all 30 pages or more, were from companies outside of
thE FTSE 1OO

It was pleasing to see that companies are
acknowledging the pay conditions of the wider
wo rkforce with i n thei r d i rectors' remu neration reports
with 690/o of companies making reference, if only
briefly, to their entire workforce. However, in line with
2017 na company has included a ratio comparing
directors'to employees'pay. From 1 January 2019
quoted companies will need to provide certain ratios
comparing CEO pay to employees.

In our sample, eight companies disclosed that more
than 2070 ofshareholder votes had opposed approval
of the previous Annual Report on Remuneration'
at their most recent AGM, with one instance of the
opposing proportion exceeding 50%0. The Code

requires companies to announce the actions they
intend to take to understand a significant proportion of
votes against a resolution; six of lhe above companies
had followed up with explanations of the actions taken
in their next directors'remuneration report. Section 4
provides further detail on stakeholder engagement.

Consistency
ln reporting how the entity has developed

and performed in the year, companies must ensure

their analysis is fair, balanced and comprehensive. ln

assessing this, one of the things the FRC looks out for
is consistency between information in the'front half'
and the financial statements. One indicator of this is
whether the description of the entity's major products,

services and markets and its competitive position

in those markets in the front half is aligned with the
segment analysis presented in the flnancial statements

- for 92 companies it was.

in the FRC's revised Guidance on the Strategic
Report and the <lR> Framework's Guiding
Principles, illustrated below.

Consider investor views on whether to disclose
the level of distributable profrts and any
associated recent FRC guidance,

<lR> Framework
Principles

@
@
@
@
@
@

Conciseness

Connectivity of informatlon

Stakeholder relationships

Materiality

Strateglc focus and future orientatlon

Conslstency and comparablllty

Remember that the strategic report is only
required to contain information material to

10
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Examples of disclosure
Mondi plc commented on materiality in the

context of their report as a whole.

Mondi plc

Manariality
Mondi's lntegrated report and financial statements
2017 aims to provide a fair, balanced and
understandable assessrnent of our business mcdel,
strategy, pefformance and prospects in relation
to material financial, economic, social. environmental
arrd govemance issues.

The material tccus areas were determined
considering the follawing:
+ Specific quantitative and qualitative criteria

+ Matters critical in relation to achieving
our strategic objectives

+ Principal risks identified through our risk
management process

+ fuedback from key stakeholders during
the couae cfthe year

FRC's Communication Principles

. The strategic report should be fair, balanced
and understandable.

. The strategic report should be clear and
concise yet comprehensive.

. Where appropriate.
strategic report should have
orientation.

. The strategic report should provide
information that is entity-specific.

. The strategic report should highlight and
explain linkages between pieces of information
presented within the strategic report and in
the annual report more broadly.

. The structure, presentation and content ofthe
strategic report should be reviewed annually
to ensure that it continues to meet its purpose
and only contains information that is relevant.

11
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3. Strategy and business model

How is the business model presented? ls there evidence of a change in business
model because of Brexit?

0
I Narrativealone I Predominantlyvisual

I Combination of narrative and visual

f Yes, alreadychanged

I tndicated mighr be

changing

I Possible impacts are being
monitored, but no conclusion

I lndicated will be changing

I No expectation the business
model will change

No

What information is provided in the business model?

Key inputs in the form of off-balance sheet
resources and relationships?

Key inputs in the form of assets and liabilities
recognised on balance sheet?

An explanation of what the company does?

780k 14%

53% 24% 230/o 2017

8A%o 16/o zot|,
2017

201&'

2417

59% 17% 24o/a

71% 290k

67% 33%

Oo/o 20o/o

il tn the business model I Elsewhere in the report I ruo

4Oo/o 600/o 80o/o 1000/o

Of those identifying <lR> capitals. which ones are referred to?

ll ll
Human Social &

relationship

100olo

\fir;
Financial
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lntellectual
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Compliance - positive trends
An entity's purpose, its strategy, and its business

model are inter-related concepts. The strategy sets

out how the purpose will be fulfilled. But a key part of
setting the strategy is understanding the organisation's
business model, particularly the relevant levers

available for directors to push and pull to be able to
increase outputs and create long term value.

The business model disclosure is not only required

law, but is one of the first things investors look for
.- an annual report4, so it should explain what the

company does, how it does it, and the impact that
the company's activities has, 94 companies clearly

disclosed a business model, or information resembling

such (2017: 95). Of the 6 companies that did not clearly

disclose a business model, one of these conceded
that their business model was being revised to reflect
a new strategy and approach, along with a revised set
of KPls. The others all referred to the term "business

model" within the standard boilerplate directors'
responsibilities statement, but none provided any

the business model disclosure in a visual manner,

% of these visuals were deemed to have aided the

'uiscussion, compared to only half of those last year.

The graph opposite identifies certain elements
considered useful by investors to be included within
the business model disclosure, as highlighted in the
FRC's Financial Reporting Lab projects. lt is good to see
an increase overall across all elements, although there
still remains scope for improvement.

More companies are identifying and articulating in

their business models those inputs which are key to
the success oftheir business, as is suggested in the
FRC's Guidance to the Strategic Report, ln particular,
over three quarters of companies are identifying those
key sources of value in the form of off-balance sheet
resources, relationships and other dependencies.
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Of those that identified key sources of value in the
form of off-balance sheet resources, relationships and

other dependencies, either in their business model or

elsewhere in the report, 9670 went on to provide an

indication of how the key relationships and resources

are being maintained and enhanced. For example,

where a company's employees or its relationships
with customers were identified, maintenance and

enhancement of these relationships often focused

around providing a supportive environment or a
challenging or interesting job role for employees, and

staying close to customers to understand their needs

and adapting products or services accordingly.

The most useful disclosures regarding maintenance
and enhancement of these key relationships then
went on to provide either evidence or some sort
of measurement of maintenance and how this
impacted value creation. Examples include employee
engagement scores, retention rates and details of
internal progression for employees; when these
increased (presumably as a result of the company's
actions), employees would be happier and more
motivated and thus productivity would increase, thus
generating more value (see sectlon 6). For customer
relationships, Net Promotor Scores were often cited;

again, as the company actively seeks to increase the
score, the relationship strengthens and more value is

created for the company, e.g. through repeat orders.

disclosure in this regard

a combination of words and diagr
'the most popular means of articulating the business

58 companies doing so (2017: 55). lt was
good to see that ofthoGE
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The identification of inputs :s similar to the
<lR> Framework's notion of 'capitals'within

its value creation process. We were encouraged

to see 35 companies QA17:32) clearly considering
the <lR> notion of 'capitals'in their business
models, often demonstrating the outcomes of
the business model on each capital, going beyond

the FRC's recommendation of identifying just key

inputs. lnterestingly, these companies were

spread fairly evenly across the FTSE,

demonstrating that it is not only the largest of
companies that see the benefit in understanding
and articulating their business model in this way.

On average, these companies identified a total of
5 capitals, with the most identified by one
company being 12 different capitals.
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This issue of maintaining and enhancing key relationships
highlights the importance of stakeholder engagement
to understand stakeholder needs, and the close link

between this and value creation (see section 4), lt is
expected that the renewed focus on directors'duties
in s172 (including the requirement to "foster business
relationships with suppliers, customers and others")
and also on the NFR Directive, which either encourage
or require disclosure on these non-financial sources of
value, will increase the quality of disclosure about key

ofl balance sheet resources, relationships and other
dependencies.

Compliance - problem areas
Despite the vast majority disclosing a business

model, it was disappointing to see only a small increase

in the number of companies describing jn their
business model what their business actually does.
Given many readers will turn straight to the business
model, and that the business model lies at the heart of
a company's strategy, this is something that we would
expect companies to be addressing.

All but one company identified in their report the

stakeholders it considers in how they do business,

such as employees, customers and suppliers. For

some companies this was obvious from their business

model, for example by clearly identifying value created
(or'outcomes') for different stakeholder groups. An

example of setting this out clearly is the business model

presented by St.James's Place plc. However, for a lot of
companies this was less explicit and, in the absence of
descriptions of clear stakeholder engagement activities
(which would, in turn, inform the business model - see

per the FRC's Lab report. For instance, investors want
to understand the value to customers ofthe product

/ service that will likely result in future sales. But this

is difficult to determine if it is not clear in the business

model who the other stakeholders are.

I nvestors also need to know how successful directors
have been in creating value. The FRC's revised Guidance

on the Strategic Report2 includes a paragraph stating
that a company's strategy should be reflected in its key

performance indicators (KPls) i.e. the discussion of KPls

should allow an assessment of progress against the
strategy. Only 46 companies linked all of their KPls to

their strategy in a meaningful way, as opposed to simply
providing a cross-reference, an increase on the 37 which
did so in 201'1. Aclear explanation of how the strategy
and KPls are related enables investors to ascertain how
successful the directors have been in attaining what they
set out to achieve, Brewin Dolphin Holdings PLC clearly
linked its KPls to each relevant strand of their strategy
to facilitate measurement of their performance to date,

as well as providing an indication, where applicable, of
potential challenges to success.

Looking beyond compliance
Although an area of constant evolution,

sustainability reporting is no longer a new concept,
with many industries having reported on their
environmental impact for over 30 years and the Global
Reporting lnitiative introducing broader sustainability
reporting through their flrst framework of guidance in
1 998. So it's not unreasonable to expect that the recent
focus on s172 responsibilities and the NFR Directive
disclosures would focus directors' minds on broader
corporate social responsibility ('CSR') matters. Perhaps,

then, it is a symptom of the corporate wheels moving
slowly that for many companres there remains a lack

of connection between the specific thinking around
sustainability and broader strategic-level thinking.

Three companies were deemed not to include any

significant CSR disclosures and 49 companies disclosed a

separate CSR section with no reference to these matte'^
within their strategy. More positively, 38 companies

included some elements of CSR within their strategy,

while the remaining ten companies fully integrated their
CSR disclosures within their broader company strategy,

16 companies (2017:1\made refe(nce to the UN's

Sustainable Developme\Goals6_g5DGs"), a set of 17

goals which were signed upTO'l-n 2015 by 193 world
leaders with an aim to end extreme poverty, inequality
and address climate change by 2030. Although most of
the companies making reference were from the FTSE

100, they were from a number of industries, including

telecoms, financial services, media and oil & gas. Most
of the references to SDGs were where companies had

mapped their sustainability strategy to the SDGs, with
two companies bringing in the SDGs within their wider
group strategy.

section 4) the identification of key stakeholder groups _. - thus avoiding the need for a separate full CSR section

was hidden in the detail of the report. Disclosure of G4S plc identified its key stakeholder groups upfront
the value created for other stakeholders that supports I and linked each to the relevant strand of its strategy. The

economic value generation for the company itself is -\ strategic review discussion then incorporated all material

one of the desired attributes of a business model, as without for a separate section.
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buslness model what it does, what the key resources it
relies upon are and who their key stakeholders are and

the value created for them.

The Weir Group PLC

Linked to this, five companies made reference to the
Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures'

Guidelines ('TCFD') which encourage consideration
of climate risk, while another four indicated that they
had complied with them. A further six companies
did otherwise describe the Board's oversight of
climate related risks and opportunities, albeit with no

reference to TCFD.

The FRC has referred to both the SDGs and the TCFD,

rong others, as sources ofguidance to BoardsT when
\=onsidering the impact on environment with respect to

their s172 responsibilities (see section 4).

Linkage to principal risks, particularly those which are

new or have changed, is valuable in demonstrating
the resilience of the business model and how it can
react to changes in the market environment. The

issue of Brexitwaswidelydiscussed, with half of all

companies discussing within their principal risks how
it may specifically impact them. As shown in the graph,

54 companies (2017:31) discussed, to varying extents,
whether Brexit might impact their business model. While

uncertainty may abound, directors'assessment of Brexit

and its possible impact on the business' ability to create

value in the long term provides deeper insight into the
business and how directors are carrying out their s172

duties to promote the success of the company.

! *nr, to watch out for
j "'-'-

Tl. Review vour business model disclosure and -'-.LI
l.gtallenge whether it describes what the company

d6es.a4d identifies who the key stakeholders are.

Tl ot those key resources, re;ilnshD;fdd oiFtt
off-balance sheet sources ofvalue creation
identified in the business model, consider how
these are maintained and enhanced. Useful
disclosure includes evidence and measurement
of maintenance and a description of how this
impacted value creation.

Tl Challenge whether these key stakeholders and
t----J 

the value created for them by the company are
being reflected in ihe strategy. lncorporating

..strands of a separate'sustei nability strategy

.,j' into the main company stra[Qy breaks dowq
, organisational silos and leads to a more cohere'ryt,
r. comprehensive and connected strategy. ,l

. ''',-/

See more examples of disclosure in the
electronic version of this publication.

ffi

-
@

------l:-

The Weir Group PLC clearly articulated in its
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4. Stakeholders

environment H Partners

'ofl#,::ii::: l.itt6"iiff3,**o u* r
B 
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.t F 
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fi tenants local communities *o- 

CO fiSU ffief S contractors
companies refer to

s172 (2017: 17)

There was an indication that the following s172 considerations were considered
somewhere in the annual report

reputationforhighstandardsofbusinessconduct,u*

Reflect acting fairly as between members of
the company

Desirability of the company maintaining a

The im pact of the com pany's operations on

[he community and the environment

Fostering the company's business relationships
with customers

Fostering the company's business relationships
with suppliers

The interests of the company's employees
were considered

iiii zora azon

66%o
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87o/o

97%
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un*

7la/o
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950/o
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2oo/o 4oo/o 600/o 800/o 1000/o
Oo/o

Of those 70 companies in scope, which elements of the NFR Directive were identifiable?

60yo 58% 58%

% 1:3 
lil i:il:= l:=lfi*[#ttlfrl;l

Environment Employees Socialmattert 
fl|"#fffi 

Human rights identified poticy
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Compliance - positive trends
Over the past year there has continued to be

a focus by government and in the media around
directors' responsibilities under s'1 72, specifically their
duty to promote the long term success of the company
taking into regard the impact on a broad group of
stakeholders such as employees, customers, suppliers
and the environment. lt is therefore no surprise that
more companies are referring to this duty in their
annual report, with 29 doing so (2017 17). However,

ly 8 companies (2017:8) went on to provide a further
\Eomment to allow shareholders to assess how the

directors have performed their duty. New regulations
are applicable to periods commencing on or after
1 January 20'19, which requires companies of a

significant size (both public and private) to explain how
they have complied with s1728. This is clearly an area

which companies will need to consider further.

But how do directors carry out this s172 dutf First

steps are to identify relevant stakeholder groups to
the company, aside from shareholders. As the graphic
opposite demonstrates, and in line with those key

sources of value identified in the business model
(see section 3), most commonly these are customers
and employees.

Next, directors must engage with and listen to

_those other stakeholders. Although there is no Iegal

truirement to disclose detail around engagement
'trctivities specifically, encouragi ngly 94 com panies

(2017: 90) described, to varying levels of detail, how
they engaged with their stakeholders. Of these, 1370

(2017:230/o) focused only on their engagement with
investors, while the remainder covered how they
engaged with at least one non-investor stakeholder
group. Most commonly this included conducting
employee engagement surveys or getting customer
feedback. Often the discussion covered only one or
two stakeholder groups and frequently was dotted
about the annual report. The most useful disclosures
around engagement were those that presented the
full picture, identifying each main stakeholder group,
describing their engagement with each, what the
subject of engagement was (e.g. customer service or
quality) and explaining why this was relevant.

N

lnsight from engagement activlties then needs to feed

its way back to the boardroom, the board needs to
react to this feedback, develop high level intentions
and translate them lnto more precise policies for
the company (see below regarding NFR Directive
disclosures). However, as noted in section 9, there
is little insight around this currently, with only 10

companies indicating that stakeholder feedback has

any impact on board decision making.

Despite this missing link to the boardroom, almost
half of those engaging with stakehold ers (2017 .36V0)

went on to describe an outcome of some engagement
and what they have done differently as a result. 8

companies provided outcomes solely relating to
investor engagement, all of which related to directors'
remuneration. 30 provided outcomes solely relating

to engagement with other stakeholders, while the
remaining 7 provided examples relating to engagement
with both investors and at least one other stakeholder
group. Nearly all of the descriptions of change were

in response to employee or customer feedback.

One related to changes made following feedback
from regulators, and one mining company provided
outcomes of engaging with local communities.

17

Stakeholder relationships and the
of an organisation to respond to key

heart of integrated thinking, which

key stakeholders, including how and to what
extent the organisation understands, takes into
account and responds to their legitimate needs
and interests. The <lR> Framework states that by
doing so, the integrated report enhances
transparency and accou ntability.
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The focus on employees and customers mirrors the
common identiflcation of these groups as inputs
into value creation in the business model disclosures
(see section 3). lt seems that companies find these
engagement activities and disclosures easier for
some stakeholders than others. Possibly this reflects
an underlying current of short-termism: a company
may adversely impact the local environment for a
while before it becomes visible, whereas it would
immediatelyfeel the pinch if customer or employee
relationships worsened, so companies need to keep

a closer eye on them. Perhaps because of a more
direct and more observable impact of employees or
customers on cash flows, companies are more readily
paying attention to those stakeholders and measuring
the business' impact on them. ln turn it is simply more
difficult to measure interactions with local communities
and other stakeholders, not just because of indirect
financial implications but also because of difficulties
gathering data and knowing what data to gather.

Compliance - problem areas
70 companies fellwithin the scope of the newly

effective NFR Directive (19 companies had flnancial

years beginning prior to 1 January 2012 while 1'l

companies had fewer than 500 employees). The legal

requirement refers to a "non-financial information
statement" to be included within the strategic report.
ln December 2017 the FRC published some FAQse to
accompany the NFR Directive, one of which confirms

that the disclosures required do not have to be

either a discrete element within the strategic report
or a separate statement. Instead, companies are

encouraged to consider how this information relates

to other information in the strategic report and

incorporate it therein. This view has been updated in

the FRC's revised Guidance on the Strategic Report'7to

make clear that there must be a separate statement
within the strategic report, but that this can include

cross-references to where the required information

can be found in the main body of the strategic report.

Only one company presented a standalone

non-financial information statement, which took the

form of a table detailing the disclosure requirements
and cross-referring to where the information could be

found. A handful of companies clearly identified the
elements of the NFR Directive (envlronmental matters,

employees, social matters, respect for human rights, and

anti-corruption and anti-bribery matters) and provided

some cross-references to where some of the information
was located. One company was explicit in stating that the

required NFR Directive information had been integrated
into the strategic report, thus "promoting cohesive
reporting of non-financial matters", ln many cases the
individual policies were named within the principal risks

disclosures as an example of a mitigating activity, where
relevant, and then further information was included
within the CSR disclosures. 19 companies, spread fairly
evenly across the FTSE, included some or all of the
required disclosures outside of the strategic report (for

example in the corporate governance statement) without
cross referring to it from the strategic report. Given the ^
non-financial information is required to be included in tl,-
strategic report the placement of these new disclosures
within it (or cross referenced from it) is important.

Given the overlap with existing disclosure
requirements, it was in many cases actually quite
difficult to find some of the NFR Directive disclosures,
For example, quoted companies are already required to
include information about the company's employees,
to the extent necessary for an understanding of the
development, performance or position of the company.

The NFR Directive requires a description of the policies

pursued in relation to employees, along with any due
diligence and outcomes of those policies. While many

companies described their aims (such as focusing on

the diversity of the workforce, or to achieve zero-level

accidents) or specific actions (such as carrying out
engagement surveys or investment in trainlng and
progression), it was often not clear whether this was ^
a description of a specific underlying policy. Similarly,

some companies named some specific policies but
then did not link them to any other text to demonstrate
howthey had been applied.

lf a company does not pursue policies in relation to one
or more of the NFR Directive matters, it must provide a

clear and reasoned explanation for the company's not
doing so. This was very rare in practice, with only four
companies doing so in relation to the environment and

two for social matters.

ln contrast, the NFR Directive disclosures around anti-
bribery and anti-corruption were new, with no previous

requirements in these areas. lt was therefore much
easier to identify the disclosures. 61 of those in scope

and 15 outside scope discussed both anti-bribery and

anti-corruption in their report, even if briefly. A further
four companies in scope of the regulations discussed

either bribery or corruption, but not both, leaving the
remaining five companies in scope not discussing the
matter at all.
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Many companies enhanced their disclosures around
human rights with information regarding slavery and

human trafficking, linking to their other reporting
requirements under the Modern SlaveryAct.
24 companies disclosed in their annual report some
or all of the detail required under their reporting duty
on modern slavery with 38 others providing a

cross-reference to their modern slavery reporting.

The area of most difficulty appeared to be disclosure
- 
social matters. Albeit 'social' matters are not

\efined, we felt that only 23 of the 70 companies in
scope had clearly named or described a policy in
relation to social matters, although a further two
did indicate that they do not pursue policies in this
area. Some others may have felt that they had also
provided relevant information, based on a broader
interpretation of 'social'. While many companies
include a lot of information about their interaction with
local communities, most commonly their charitable
fundraising efforts, for some it was to the point where
it is questionable as to whether this information is

truly material to the annual report. For others it rarses

the question of whether they have missed the mark
a little, too, by providing information which does not
give any meaningful insight into the impact of the
company's activities on social matters. Anglo American
plc provided a good example of a social matters
policy, their "Social Way", which included details of due

, gence and discussed the outcomes as well.

The requirement to disclose any due diligence processes

implemented by the company in pursuance of the
relevant policies was addressed in relation to about
half of those policies disclosed. Overall the level of
detail provided varied from vague to extensive, and the
extent of the due diligence ranged from internal reviews
and internal audit to external assurance. What was
particularly refreshing was that the information disclosed
seemed to be specific to each company, rather than
reeling ofl a new boilerplate disclosure. Moreover, in

many cases the due diligence resulted in a report to the
Board, or at least a sub-committee. This supports the
upcoming s172 disclosures (see below) by demonstrating
how directors fulfil their responsibilities in practice.

Where outcomes of policies are measurable such as
environmental emissions or employee accident rate,
these were clearly disclosed. For other outcomes, such
as for human rights policies, it was notable that these
are more difficult to determine or articulate.
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Looking beyond compliance
The new requirements of the government's

package of corporate governance reforms (being

the new regulations cited above, along with a new
Corporate Governance Code10) are not applicable until
periods commencing 1 January 2019. However, as

shown in the graph opposite, perhaps unsurprisingly
given the renewed focus, more companies are

disclosing information this year around how directors
have considered their responsibilities under s172in all

of those areas noted. A few of these areas also overlap

with the new disclosure requirements under the NFR

Directive and therefore the same disclosures may be

meeting both requirements.

Almost all companies are providing information
around how they have had regard to the interests
of employees. Reference to the new gender pay gap

reporting, and other employee performance metrics
(see section 6) also evidenced how directors are

taking employees'interests into account. This focus
on employees is reflected in the number of companies
including employees as key sources of value within
their business model (see section 3).

Many more companies are indicating how they have

fostered their relationships with their suppliers. Often
this was through linking in to their human rights
policies, and how they worked with their suppliers to
ensure that their standards were being adhered to
throughout the supply chain. Four companies disclosed
some or all of the detail required under the reporting
duty on payment practices and performance (which

is otherwise required outside of the annual report for
periods commencing on or after 6 April 2017), with two
others providing a cross-reference to their reporting.

Acting fairly between members was usually
demonstrated through the description of shareholder
engagement whereby private shareholders were given

opportunity for engagement and'feedback outside of
merely attending the AGM. Most companies disclosed
this information within their corporate governance
report, with 57 doing so. A good example of this
disclosure is Barclays PLC which detailed engagement
throughout the year with institutional investors and
private investors.
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A number of companies provided examples of
how the directors had taken into account broader
factors in their decision making process. Britvic plc
explained how, as part of their busrness capability
programme, they had consulted with stakeholders
and demonstrated how they had taken into account
the interests of employees when relocating their
manufacturing plants. Mears Group pLC developed
a portal that provides detailed insight into local
demographics, helping to identify areas of deprivation,
which now drives their decision making by enabling
them to target intervention and outreach to the
most disadvantaged groups and focus on the right
outcomes. Such examples may assist directors in
articulating how they have performed their duty
under s"I72.

There is no current requirement to disclose in the
a n n ua I report a ny details of stakeholder feedback
when reporting on major events during the year. lt
was pleasing, therefore, that a handful of companies
discussed the mechanism for gathering stakeholder
feedback in such circumstances. Marks and Spencer
Group plc highlighted how their Business lnvolvement
Group (where elected employees feedback to a

national committee, the chair of which attends board
meetings twice a year) helped to manage signiflcant
changes in the company, resulting in employee
involvement being at the centre of the Board process,

What to watch out for

New regulations applicable to accounting
periods beginning on or after 1 )anuary 2019
require all Iarge companies to describe in their
strategic report how they have complied with the
requirements of section 172.

Ensure Board processes are in place to enable
the new sl72 statement and meaningful NFR

Disclosure statement to be made.

Note that recent amendments made to the FRC,s

Guidance on the Strategic Report encourage
companies to include a separate non-financial
information statement within their strategic
report, which includes clear cross references
to where the required content is covered in the
strategic report, if not in the statement itself. This
6 consistqnt wirh the approach required for the
172 statement.

Both the SDGs (which can be incorporated into
the company's strategy) and TCFD guidance
(which can be used as a tool for considering
climate risk) are recommended as sources of
guidance bythe FRC. These can be referred
to when demonstrating how the board is

considering environmental impact.

An engagement programme for all relevant
stakeholders should target not just those who
are more vocal or easy to engage with, and
should be supported by a process for feedback
to the board.

ln particular, the new Corporate Governance
Code provides a choice of three workforce
engagement mechanisms (a director appointed
from the workforce, a formal workforce advisory
panel or a designated non-executive director).

(\
Challenge whether you(\FR Diregle
d i sc I os u res a re c I ea r, w i th)-did6 i o e n r i f i e d a n d

described, and due diligence over and outcomes
from those policies discussed. Where there is no
policy in place, this must be clearly disclosed.

@
T
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Essentially, sl72's requirement to take into
account the impacts of decisions made

upon key stakeholders is akin to "integrated
thinking" under the <lR> Framework, which
encourages this multi-capital approach to
decision-making. Hilton Food Group plc
explained how they factor into their decision
making their customers'desire for reducing
waste and minimising the environmental impact
of their operations. As such the company has
been working with suppliers to reduce the
amount of packaging which, in turn, reduces cost
and environmental impact.
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Examples of disclosure
Marks and Spencer Group plc identified their

5 key stakeholder groups and summarised how they
have engaged with each in the year.

Marks and Spencer Group plc

HOW !ilE ENCACE

Dr: leh.*rskd
.l*a&et&Src
wa*ldrtbdMs
wl*rh M&5 Es taurded
nEerel*drF9*e
F,s.@s1&irq
thsFnddi 4feF

B@*M
ffi*-!l@-
EbhdMr6d'wer
<€*tdHc@-s
*-iry3!+*M

dffi,*.&

t*rd*k**!re
dbdhrl,'{1^r'!+r,ffi

National Grid plc referred directlyto s172in the Letter

from the Chairman, and provided an overview of how

the directors have performed their duties.

National Grid plc

I believe fiat $trong corporate govemance
crppcrts krrp{erm valLre creati:n br sharehdders
and is key to balancing the interests of our
sirareholders with tfrose of ourwidar stakehciders.
Your Board recogrrises the importance of orlr
vrider stakeholclers and takes its responsibility
and duhl lo them under section 172 of the
Companies Act 2006 very seriwsly. On page
6, we set oul $,ho our key stakeholders are,
why they are important to us and hor'.i we
create value for them o\,er the long tem'l-

our stakeholders continues
to be an important priority br us. This year
the Eoard hss reviewed who the Company's

stakeholders are; our eunent stakeholder
activities: the appropriateness

engagemenu how this engagement is
reported to lhe Board; the mechanisms used to
teedback to our stakeholders; and whetherthere

need for greater engagement at Board lerel.
can rsad about thb on page 48.

beiieve thal the Board shonld choose a
stakehoider engaEenlerrt nrodel best suiied
to the needs of the Cempany, *nd for us
that nleans it should refleci thai n'lore than
hvo-thirds of our ernployees now work in"

rd mo€ tl'an 60?i' of our castal s(penditure
in, the US. We l.rill continue to engage

stakehdders in a way that is guided
purp$se, vision and ualries.

See more examples of disclosure in the
electronic version of this publication.

8p%
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5. Alternative performance measures
and KPls

1/3
of Chairmen's Statements included
profit APMs and no tFRS equivalent

460/o
of companies included an appendix or

section dedicated to ApMs

#rl E

924/o provided an explanation of
APMs but

of these were generic

No explanation

I Non-generic explanation

S Generic explanation710/o

common types of non-financial KPls (for those with such metrics)

800/o

60Vo

4Ao/o

2Oo/o

ooh

414/o 3gyoI
750/o

ffiHm
ffi 53% s2ok

ffil ffii
Employee Health and
related safety

280/o 2606.I
GHG/CarLron

footprint

66%o

53%

I
Other

f zote

I zott

Customer
related

15ok 72o1ffir
Environmental
(excluding GHG)

h

I

Average number of non-financial KPls

@@@
@@@

FTSE 1OO

Gil(EilGil
FTSE 250
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The use of alternative performance measures (APMs),

often referred to as non-GAAP measures, continues to
be a common feature across UK annual reports, These

measures are intended to offer investors additional
information on the reporting company's performance,
in addition to the statutory GAAP measures. ESMAS

Guidelinesle on the use of APMs, together with the
FRC's recent publication of their corporate reporting
thematic review findingsll, provide the framework
and key guidance to be applied when using APMs in
-.rporate reporting. This area continues to be a hot

'._,pic for regulators and while there have been high

level improvements where more companies appear to
be applying the basic principles of ESMAs Guidelines,
the pace ofchange has been slow.

ln terms of where APMs are to be found in reports, 96
companies presented financial APMs within an up-front
financial highlights section, and 910/o of these included
adjusted profit measures. Only 32% of companies
presenting APMs in their financial highlights included
adjusted sales measures. lt seems that adjusted
sales measures feature more commonly in detailed
performance analyses, for example in the Chief
Financial Officer's statement.

810/o (2017:81%) of companies had a Chairman's
statement containing APMs and 82% (2017:89%) a

CEO's statement with APMs. The majority of these
'?tements included adjusted profit measures. For

r-aample, 60% and 66% of companies surveyed
presented a Chairman's and CEO's statement,
respectively, which contained adjusted profit measures.

A continuing trend is that APMs, within the scope of the
ESMA Guidelines, are being used by companies in their
key performance indicators (KPls) Of the 90 companies
(2017:92) that clearly identified their KPts only one did
not include an APM, in 201-/ all 92 companies included
at least one APM.

Carrying on through the annual report, 68 companies
(2017:68) presented APMs on the face of their income
statements (excluding unadjusted'operating profi t'
lines). These measures would be considered APMs
under the ESMA Guidelines were it not for the fact that
the ESMA Guidelines apply only outside of the financial
statements.

Whilst APMs can be both financial and non-financial,
the ESMA Guidelines only apply to financial APMs.

We consider the use of non-financial metrics, which
did feature in a number of companies' operational
highlights, in our discussion of KPls below.

Compliance - positive trends
According to the ESMA Guidelines, APMs should

be reconciled to the most directly reconcilable line

item, subtotal or total presented in the financial

statements. lt is positive to see that 86% of companies
reporting an alternative profit measure within the
highlights section did reconcile back to an IFRS profit
measure for all profit measures reported. ln contrast,
it was d isap poi nti ng that only 290/o of co m pa n ies

reporting an alternative sales measure provided a

reconciliation albeit that this was driven by a lack of
reconciliation for companies reporting a like-for-like or
constant currency sales movement.

The Guidelines require the provision of comparatives
for all APMs and we have seen that approximately 80%o

of companies with alternative profit measures in their
highlights section provided this information.

Looking at KPls, in an improvement from 2017,46
companies (2017.37) linked all of their KPls to the
company's strategy in a meaningful way, as opposed
to simply providing a cross-reference. This is a step
in the right direction for linking together each area of
the strategic report, although clearly there is still room
for improvement by many. 71 reports evidenced, in

some form, linkage between companies'KPls and their
directors' remuneration, demonstrating alignment of
reward with success of the company.
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Compliance - problem areas
Almost a third of Chairmen's and CEOs'

statements did not make any reference to GAAP profit
measures when discussing adjusted profit measures.
This echoes the FRC's findings from their recent
corporate reporting thematic review of APMs where
they noted that companies would be challenged if
GAAP measures were not clearly highlighted early in

the narrative discussions presented in the strategic
report. A similar concern exists in terms of undue
prominence being given to non-GAAP measures in

the highlights section of the annual report. 8%o of
companies failed to present any IFRS profit measures
in the highlights despite presenting alternative profit
measures whilst 2070 of companies were open to
challenge given they had utilised bold text or graphs to
emphasise APMs.

It was good to see that the majority of companies,

80%, provided some explanation for why the profit
APMs in their annual reports were useful. However,

disappointingly 71%o of these explanations appeared to
be generic or high level. The ESMA Guidelines require
companies to explain the specific purpose of each APM

and why management believe that the APM provides
useful information regarding the financial position,

cash flows or financial performance. Many companies
simply stated that APMs were used to present

additional information about underlying performance
without a clear explanation of how and why each APM

achieved this objective. ln line with previous years, it is

worrying that some companies present APMs as being
better, more representative or more meaningful than
IFRS figures. The FRC, in their 2017 thematic review,

noted that stating the reason why an APM is useful
rather than simply asserting that it is would improve
explanations.

Of the 68 companies that included APMs on the face

of the income statement, there were still 16, or 240/0,

that failed to include an accounting policy relating to
adjusting items. The FRC expects to see a policy to
ensure that any non-IFRS flgures are appropriately and

sufliciently defined and why certain items are adjusted
for is explained. On a similar note, despite their
prevalence, it was interesting that only 19 companies
had disclosed criticaljudgements relating to such

metrics in their income statement under IAS 1,

We saw a slight fall in companies using a collective
term to capture multiple adjusting items on the face
of the income statement to 48 from 51 in 2017. Only
11 companies chose to describe these adjusting
items as'exceptional'compared to 20 last year and no

companies used the phrase'non-recurring' compared
to three in 2017. This is a positive step, given that the
FRC has highlighted use of terms such as'exceptional'
and'non-recurring' as requiring explanation as they
often do not reflect the nature of adjusting items, The
number of companies referring to such items merely ,1
as'adjustlng', which does not give the impression of a

one-off basis, rose from six to ten.

The Companies Act 2006 defines KPls as factors by
reference to which the development, performance or
position of the company's business can be measured
effectively. Given that KPIs are chosen by each
individual company, we would expect them to be

reflected, in a large number of cases, in the highlights
section ofthe annual report. As these are the key

balances that management look at, we expect that they
would wish to communicate these up front to readers.
Disappointingly, we found that only 12% of reports
included all financial KPls within the highlights and 840/o

of reports included measures in the highlights which
were not KPls, albeit it is not unexpected that non-KPls
may be highlighted in addition in some cases.

Looking beyond compliance
46 companies provided a distinct section, such

as an appendix, within the annual report focused on
APMs. This was more companies than expected and
reflected an improvement in the clarity of reporting
on APMs across a spectrum of companies, with 26% of
those with a separate section coming from outside the
FTSE 350,

There was a slight fall in companies identifying
non-flnancial KPls from 74to71 but no change in

the average number of non-financial KPls identifled,
which remained at four per company. lt is clear that
this focus on transparency around non-flnancial KPls

relating to employees, customer satisfaction and

health and safety, among others, is being driven by
larger companies with FTSE 100 companies surveyed
identifying six non-financial KPls on average.
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27 companies identified environmental KPls (2017:24),

20 of which (2017'. 19) included greenhouse gas/carbon
footprint-related KPls. This is a slight increase on2017
but still a relatively low percentage of companies.

See section 6 for a discussion of employee-related
metrics that investors are calling for in the context of
better understanding long-term value creation.

ldentify whether KPls are omitted from up-front
highlights and if so assess whether they really are

'key' performance indicators.

Particularly for smaller companies, consider
whether adequate levels of non-financial KPls

have been identified.

Consider the views of investors outlined in the

FRC's Lab reportr2 from June 2018 and whether

disclosure of APIMs can be improved in this
regard.

@ *nr, to watch out for

Y] Consider whether the use of graphs or bold
lettering could give more prominence to APMs

than the associated IFRS GAAP measures.

Avoid the use of generic explanations for the
description of purpose for APMs.

araaaoaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaataoaaaataaaltoaaaaaaaaaa

Examples of disclosure
Bioquell PLC provided a reconciliation of a revenue-based APM (constant curency sales) to IFRS revenue

and an explanation of why it is used.

BioquellPLC

Given the large percentage of totEl rev€nu€ earned in currenaics
other thin sterling, the G;oup monitors the level of constant
curr{ncy talos growth, calculeted by expresging rev!nues in
both the period under review and the comprntive pcriod et
.onitant exchrnge rater as set o!t in the table belos For
the ycer as a whole biod€contaminrtion sales grew by 9o;3

in consttnt currency terms.

8b Div Gd9
fm €m

lmpactoffore'rgnexchangemovements (1.0) {I.1)
t".tt*"ar**yt*
(3t 20I6 exchange rates) 27.5 28.r

Pendragon PLC's Chairman's statement provided a table with APMs as well as equivalent IFRS totals.

Pendragon PLC

See more examples of
disclosure in the electronic
version of this publication.

€4,665.9 €546.3 €85.8

9.4,739j €552.9 €83.8
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6. Long term value creation

76
companies discussed the value

created for at least one other type of
stakeholder; other than shareholders

1t4
of companies referred to assuring

some non-financial or CSR information
in some way

Employee-related metrics (other than gender) the lnvestment Association are calling for:

Headcount
Total heodcount:ffi ffi mm ffi

,i1, ?
', t distinguished between full-time b ,uu" diversity metrics (other than
and part-time employees gender)

Afurrher 3 o,o both the above

training

discussed investment in training and
professional development but only 9

discussed progression and promotion rates

Employee turnover lnvestment in

19
gave employee turnover metrics, with
4 splitting between planned and
regrettable turnover

Employee engagement What the metrics mean

38
provided employee
engagement scores

explained, for at least one metric provided,
what it meant in terms of progress towards
strategic objectives or productivity
improvements



The use of KPls and alternative performance measures

in discussing the company's long term value creation
was considered separately in section 5.

The non-financial information statement and the

outcomes of policies are discussed in section 4.

Looking beyond compliance
As well as getting a picture of past flnancial

performance, investors are increasingly looking to
derstand the company's broader value creation

\tory and how sustainable the business model is.

Companies are responding to this by considering the
value created for broader stakeholders, and discussing

this in more detail than last year. 76 companies
(2017 . 63) discussed the value created for at least one

other type ofstakeholder, other than shareholders,
and 36 (2017:2a) ofthese quantified aspects ofthat
value in some way. Some companies, such as Mondi
plc, provided the quantification in the business model
disclosure, identifying their "key outputs"; some,

such as HowdensJoinery Group Plc, presented the
information in a double page spread; others provided
the information within the narrative of the report.

Quantified value created for other stakeholders
included amount spent on research and development,
number of training hours spent by employees, value of
social contribution, value of totaltaxes paid, value of
supplier payments and value of dividends paid,

Something that a few companies are seeking to
illustrate is how total value generated has been
allocated amongst stakeholders through use of a pie

chart or table.'Value'in this context is interpreted in a
variety of ways, This year we saw a company explaining
how'direct economic value', defined as gross revenues
was allocated e.g. through operating costs, employee
costs, taxes, community investment and reinvestment.
Another provided a 'value distribution'diagram with
value distribution defined as operating profit before
taking into account personnel costs, depreciation,
amortisation and impairments.
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A balance needs to be struck, though. We felt 11

companies didn't touch on short term value creation
i.e. didn't discuss how they expect to perform in
the coming one to two years. Conversely,2lVo

were focusing on short-term profits at the expense
of discussing long-term strategy, growth and

sustainability.

ln demonstrating this balance between interests of
current shareholders as a whole and having regard

to long term viability and the interests of broader

stakeholders, 38 discussed a proposed future
allocation of capital aside from paying out profits to

shareholders. This included, for example, specific

funds being allocated to capital expenditure, R&D and

training.

ln terms of shareholder returns and the availability
of distributable profits, encouragingly, 32 companies
(2017'. 17) disclosed a single figure of the level of
retained profits available to pay dividends from, with
just over half of those companies electing to provide

such information in their financial statements. A further
four companies went on to describe which of their
reserves were distributable, albeit without providing

a total single figure. This progress is consistent with
the findings of the FRC's financial reporting lab, who
published their most recent findings in this area in

October 201 7s.

A number of themes around the longer term and

capital management are picked up in the lnvestment
Association's Long Term Reporting Guidancel3. This

was published in response to calls from investors
for improvements in the explanation of the long
term drivers of value creation, to allow them to judge

whether capital is being utilised efficiently. Other
potential areas for improvement included:

. Providing greater clarity of the drivers of productivity
within the business and how planned investments
are expected to drive productivity gains over the
longer term.

. Explaining the environmental and social risks and
opportunities that may significantly affect the
company's short and long term value, and how they
might impact on the future of the business (see

section 7 - Risks and opportunities)

)a
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. Explaining the Board's role in shaping, overseeing
and monitoring culture (see sections 1 and 9). The
guidance makes it clear that investors believe it is
the board's role to determine the purpose of the
company and to ensure that the company's values,
strategy and business model align to this purpose.

. Conveyingan understanding ofthe role played by
the company's workforce in generating sustainable,
long-term value. Various metrics are being called for,
as illustrated,

Linked to this, although not required to be disclosed
in the annual report itself, 14 companies included
some or all of their required gender pay gap reporting
(required by 4 April 2018) in their annual report and
a further 12 provided a cross reference to where the
information could be found.

As investors are increasingly relying on non-flnancial
measures in making their investment decisions, the
perceived expectation gap - that the information in

the strategic report is of equal quality to that included
in the financial statements and subject to the
same level of assurance becomes more apparent.
Traditionally many companies have sought limited
assurance on their sustainability reports, but not on

all their non-financjal KPls, which in some cases may

be relied upon more by investors, e.g. subscriber
numbers, customer satisfaction.

A quarter of companies referred to assurance (internal

and/or external) of some non-financial or sustainability
information. Given the investor focus on these metrics,
where additional assurance is obtained, it would be

worthwhlle making reference to this within the annual

report. In some cases this assurance went beyond

traditional sustainability information, e.g. gaining

assurance over performance conditions for bonuses or
testing anti-corruption controls. The majority of these
referred to frameworks, the more common ones being

various ISO Frameworks on health and safety and the
environment. Ten companies referred to assurance

over specific non-financial metrics. Most commonly
these were greenhouse gas emissions metrics, now
a required disclosure in the annual report, but also

covered were safety and other environmental metrics.

What to watch out for

Ensure processes are in place to enable the
Board to make the new s172 statement and to
provlde a meaningful non-financial information
statement.

Remember to use the right materiality filter when
including non-fl nancial information. The strategic
report is required to include information that
is material for shareholders which means it is
integral to the success ofthe business.

Check there is appropriate balance between
discussion of value creation over both the long
and the short term.

Consider quantifying the value you have created
in the year for both shareholders and other
stakeholders.

Look at the FRC's revised Guidance on the
Strategic Report for ideas on how to explain
capital allocation and dividend policy decisions as

well as value created for broader stakeholders.

@
T

ae
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Examples of disclosure
Kaz Minerals PLC included a table setting out how the economic value generated is distributed.

Kaz Minerals PLC

Eccnoxic value
$ million

generated and distributed
20 t7 20r 6

Dirert economic value generated

Gross Revenues

Eco*omic value distributed

Operating cash costd

Employee wages and benefits2

Payments to proriders of capitaF

Taxes paid
Kazakhstan

Kygyzstan

United Kingdom

Cornmunity investments

Economic value retained

t,938

523

170

722

317

7

t0

689

969

288

t8t
179

173

4

6

136

2

3

4

Operating cash costs as discbsed in tle Financial review (see page 3{), being the
difference between Gross Rcrcnues and Gross EBITDA adlusted to exclude tota!
ernplcpee costs (see note I toihe financial stalements) and social spend, as

reflected i* the table aboe.
Empfcyee wage and benefits represenls cost incurred by the Groop ofthe tota!
labour co,st and associated social taxes (see nole I to the financial stalements).
Paymentsto providers of capital represents interesl paid on borrcwing facililies
during the period (see ccasolidated :tatement of cash llors on page I l2).
Taxes paid for each regio* is rellected in the payments to governments table on
page 42 (see Financial rwiew) and is the total taxe; paid adjusted to remow
ernplgree and employers payrolltaxeq which are :'efhcted within employee
wages and benel-rls for each region and excludes social spend, refierted as

community investmer*s.

Mondi plc provided a value distribution diagram

Mondiplc

Value distributionr
-. ll

€2,483m
i,.

'_ i.:. .i

i.:rl-:r_i i.i i- i I -it, i

r: .1: ...::rr 3

'ir
ri',.r,,i
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7. Risks and opportunities

The number of
principal risks ranged
from 4 to 24 with an
average of 10

lt
24

44
companies referred to the General Data
Protection Regulation as part of a data
protection risk or another principal risk

x
company identified climate change
as a principal risk in its own right or
as part of a broader risk

Principal risks disclosed lnformation provided
on risk appetite:

Brexit (general)

Brexit (company specific)

Climate change risk

Workplace culture

Cyber crime/attacklth reat

Cyber - Failure of lT systems

Cyber - Data protection etc

lnabillty to keep up with
technological change

Defined benefit pension

Tax

)u*
lr*
I,rr*
Z,noro
lzoto
0%

lsv,
a%

104/o
Meaningful for each

principal risk n

494/a

A,nro
Z,o*
J,t'
J,n*
frto
J,o*

OVo 10% 20Vo 30o/o 4Ao/o 50o/o 600/0 7oo/o 800/o

Less detailed
information

T,
410/o

None

I rrsr:so I other
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Companies are required to disclose their principal risks

and uncertainties, as well as their risk identification
process and management activities in order to
comply with the requirements of the Companies
Act and the Code. The NFR Directive, which became

effective for periods commencing on or after 1 January
2017, expanded on this to require that non-financial
information statements include any principal risks
relating, as a minimum, to environmental matters,
social and employee matters, respect for human

'hts and anti-corruption and anti-bribery matters.
\nese disclosures must include, where relevant and

proportionate, the company's business relationships,
products or services which are likely to cause an

adverse impact in those matters. The FRC published
guidance on risk management and internal control in
201421 and their flnancial reporting lab ('the Lab') also
issued a report in \ate201714, detailing the specific
entity information that investors are focused on and

flnd most valuable.

Compliance - positive trends
Per the Lab report, investors like to know how

changes have evolved during the period, so it was
positive to see that companies have increasingly sought
to provide such insight with 76vo (2017: 620/o) indicating
whether individual risks had changed in signiflcance
during the year, often by means of up or down arrows.
This disclosure provides insight to investors about how

ncipal risks are evolving but also helps evidence that
Yose charged with governance are actively monitoring
and responding to the changing risks.

Only four companies identified material uncertainties
around going concern (2017: two). Better reports linked
going concern disclosures, the principal risks and their
viability statements. The longer term viability of the
business and how the business model, strategy and
risk mitigation interlink with each other is important
to both investors and wider stakeholders, lt was
promising to see that within the viability statement, 50
companies (2017 34) made specific reference to which
principal risks were considered as part of the viability
assessment. 43 companies (2017 62) gave a general
reference to principal risks or a general cross reference
while the remaining seven (2017: four) provided no
reference at all.
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Compliance - problem areas
Even though there have been progressive

trends in linkage between principal risks and the
viability statement, other areas of FRC guidance, such

as linkage between the principal risks and strategy,

have not seen a significant shift with only 47o/o

(2017: 420/o) of companies having made such

disclosures. Thls information is critical to the readers'
understanding of the'story' the annual report
presents and ensuring that consistent messages are

communicated throughout.

26 companies (2017:18) dlsclosed the likelihood of
principal risks materialising and similarly, 28 companies
(2011 .18) disclosed the magnitude of the possible
impact of principal risks. While these trends are moving
in the right direction, investors have called for more
information in this area. Of the companies that did

disclose the likelihood and magnitude of principal risks,

24 (2017'. 12) did so by means of a heat map or similar
diagram. This, together with narrative disclosures,
provides the reader with clarity and can be used

as an engaging and succinct way of communicating
compound aspects, For the majority of companies, it
was unclear whether the risks were presented net or
gross of mitigating activities, with only four companies
clearly presenting risks on a gross basis, eight on a net
basis after mitigating activities and four companies
presenting risks on both a net and gross basis.

Whilst the vast majority of companies continued to
explain how risks are mitigated, far fewer seemed

to provide the information newly required by the
NFR Directive in terms of the company's business
relationships, products or services which are likely
to cause an adverse impact in the specified matters.
For example, of the 67 companies disclosing

employee-related principal risks, only 14 disclosed the
aforementioned information.
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Looking beyond compliance
The FRC has indicated that companies need

to use a "broad range of factors" when determining
their principal risks and have highlighted cyber risk,

climate change and Brexit as potential areas of focus.
Unsurprisingly, the World Economic Forum'Global
Risks Report rglS:o'1"WEF's GRR")has identified global
trends in similar risks areas, namely cyber related risks
and climate change risks.

Cybersecurity is a current hot topic, especially following
the implementation of the General Data Protection
Regulation ('GDPR') effective from 25 May 2018.

73Vo (2017:71%o) of companies identified cyber crime
as a principal risk, with 540/o (2017'.53%) specifically
identifying data protection as part of their principal
risks. Furthermore,22 companies included GDPR as

part of their data protection principal risk and a further
22 associated GDPR with other principal risks such

as compliance with laws and regulations. The WEF's

GRR identified cyber-attacks and data theft and fraud
risks to be on the rise in terms of prevalence, potential
disruption and financial loss and so it is encouraging
to see companies making the above disclosures.
Moreover, companies also gave consideration to
different types of cyber risks, including the impact of
system failures, which 46% (2017',580/a) also disclosed.

Although 18 companies referred to broader
environmental issues as principal risks, and despite
climate change often being thought of as a hot topic,
only one company identified climate change as part
ofa broader environmental and energy risk. Another
company identified climate change as a risk in the
context of non-principal risks and a very small number
of companies mentioned compliance with climate

change regulation as part of their wider regulatory
and compliance risks. Further, only four companies
indicated some level of compliance with the Task

Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosure ('TCFD")

recommendations, The TCFD recommendations
focus on climate related risks and opportunities,
related reporting metrics and the actual or possible
financial impact from climate related risks. Slightly

more encouragingly, 15 companies described their
oversight of climate related risks and opportunities
either within the strategic or governance report. The

TCFD recommendations continue to be a challenge for
companies to consider and explain why climate related

risks and opportunities are or are not considered part
of their principal risks.

It is interesting that these findings are perhaps in
contrast to those found in the WEF's GRR, where their
respondents identified extreme weather events,
natural disasters and failure of climate change
mitigation and adaptation to all be in their top 5 risks,
both in terms of likelihood and impact.

Boards continue to assess the potential impact of
Brexit with 59 companies (2017.55) identifying Brexit
as a principal risk in itself or explicitly referring to it as a

contributing factor to a wider market or economic risl ^
Of the 59 companies, 43 (2017:35) identified company
specific risks and 16 (2017:20) identified more generic
risk factors. The FRC has indicated that investors
find it helpful where companies explain what the
potential impact Brexit may have on them and their risk
mitigation strategies. This will continue to be an area
of focus as Brexit negotiations continue. As the future
becomes clearer expectations will increase in terms
of the speciflcity companies should provide in their
disclosures.

ln terms of the risk categories referred to in the
NFR Directive, by far the most commonly identified
category of principal risk was employee-related risks
(67 companies). Although workforces are obviously an

integral part of most businesses, it came as a slight
surprise to see so many companies expressing this
level of concern over, typically, employee retention.
However, despite workplace culture belng a regulator

hot topic, only five companies identified principal risks
in this space.

Meanwhile, 27 companies identified principal risks

related to anti-bribery or anti-corruption matters,
typically as an explicit part of a broader compliance
risk. Only five companies identifled principal risks

related to human rights issues and only three identified
principal risks relating to'social' issues.
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Examples of disclosure
Mondi plc provided insight into their risk

tolerance for each category of risk, together with
insight on who was responsible in that area and how
the risk had evolved during the year.

Mondiplc

@
I
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What to watch out for

Consider whether the principal risk disclosures

link with the viability statement, business model
and strategy, so the annual report tells one story.

Explain what the likelihood is of risks

materialising and what the impact will be in a

clear, concise manner and consider the use of a

diagram to assist in this area.

Consider the requirements of the NFR Directive
to not only make disclosures of how risks are
mitigated, but also activities that may have

adverse impacts on those risks.

Monitor developments in Brexit negotiations and

consider updating disclosures as appropriate to
provide company-specific insight insofar as it is
possible.

Reassess whether hot topics such as cyber
security, climate change and environmental risks
have been appropriately considered in arriving at
the risks regarded as'principal'.

Laird PLC provided a graphical representation of the
likelihood and potential impact of various principal

risks, together with insight on how those risks were

evolving.

Laird PLC
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See more examples of disclosure in the
electronic version of this publication.

Op€rational riskg

nl'ktdffier

lGy paople r6pon3lH6:

ln the context of the organisation's
strategic focus and future orientation, the

<lR> Framework sees risks, oppor.tunities and
dependencies as flowing from the organisation's
market position and business model. 75o/o of
companies clearly identified both risks and
opportunities arising in the marketplace and
discussed how they were applicable to the
company, while 1070 clearly identified only the

and 120/o identified only the opportunities.
risks in the marketplace, particularly

those which may not otherwise have been
disclosed as a principal risk, enhances a user's
understanding of the business and its
environment. Discussing the marketplace
opportunities further complements this, and
can support the justification for the company's
strategy.

u
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B. Viability

E._-. v
320/a130/o

of companies drew out their disclosure of
prospects in their viability statement, which has

been called for by both the FRC and the
I nvestment Association.

Number of companies using
different lookout periods

of companies discussed the risk and resilience
of their business model in their viability

statement.

*ffi zota

I zott

74O/Oof companies included the
longer term viability statement with
the principal risks disclosures in the
strategic report - down from

77o/o tast year.

onry 20Yo reported on a tookout
period spanning more than three

years - down from 22o/o tuut
year

BffI #T

17 
15

I
5 years

n
21

I-
2 years
or less

3 years

7EI
4 years

54O/O of companies disclosed the
qualifications or assu mptions
underlying their assessment -
up from 52o/o tast year.

What qualifications or assumptions were disclosed?

Availability of funding/refinancing

Sales volumes or pricing

Cost management

Availability or success of mitigating actions

lo

13

Zt
11

Er:- 

--a
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Compliance - positive trends
This is the third year that companies have been

required to provide a longer term viability statement
as required by the U K Corporate Governance Code,

Provision C.2.2.

The trend is for most of these statements to be
included in the strategic report, alongside the
disclosure on principal risks, which is the location
suggested by the FRC. 740/a of companies included

?ir statement in the strategic report this year

VOtz: 770/o).fhis makes sense as the potential impact
of the company's principal risks is a key part of the
directors' assessment of longer term viability,

As required by the Code, 930/0 provided some

explanation of the length of the lookout period

they selected (2017', 950/o).8970 of these companies
justified the period based on their planning cycle;

encouragingly,5l% of these companies discussed the
nature of the business or its stage of development
in justifying the lookout period and 23%o drew a
comparison with another time horizon used in

the annual report, for instance debt repayment or
technology development periods.

910/o of companies referred to the nature of the
analysis they undertook to support the statement.
A requirement of the Code is to report on how the

. 
ectors have performed their analysis and we would

expect all statements to meet this. The proportion of
companies complying was 88% in our 2017 survey.

Of the 91 companies providing a description of the
nature of the analysis they undertook, 90 (2011 .

87) discussed performing modelling, stress testing,
sensitivity analysis or scenario planning with only one
company indicating that its assessment was limited to
consideration of qualitative factors only.

Compliance - problem areas
The FRC has explained that it envisages a two

stage process to meet Code Provision C.2.2, with
reporting on each stage - the flrst being about the
assessment ofthe prospects ofthe company, the
second being the directors' reasonable expectation
of viability for the period of their assessment, The

expectation from both investors and from the FRC

is that the period over which directors assess the
prospects of the company will be longer than the
period for the viability assessment.
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This year only 130/o of companies provided a disclosure
about future prospects that was a clearly differentiated
portion of the viability statement section. However,

several of the companies explained that future
prospects had been assessed over the same period

that they used as the viability statement lookout period

- which is not the approach intended by the FRC.

32% of companies discussed the risk and resilience of
the business model to some extent, including 22 of the
26 that had some form of future prospects disclosure.

This can be particularly helpful for users of the
annual report as it illustrates how robust the viability

statement assessment has been.

Despite the FRC's Guidance on Risk Management,

lnternal Control and Related Financial and Business

Reportingl4 calling for principal risks to be considered
both individually and in combination when looking
at the effect on longer term viability, only 45o/o of
companies made it clear that they had taken this step
(2011'.450/o).

Only 540/o of companies chose to disclose any
qualifications or assumptions underlying their
a ss es s m e nt (2017 : 520/o). Co m p a n i e s d i s c I os i n g

assumptions generally focused on the availability
of funding or refinancing (29 companies;2017:
30 companies) although we saw a significant increase

in companies referring to assumptions on sales

volumes, pricing and cost control.

Surprisingly, only one company drew out an

assumption related to Brexit, despite the end of
the two year negotiation period offered by Article
50 being well within the lookout period for all of the
companies we surveyed. Scenarios described by a

handful of further companies referred to possible

Brexit outcomes or Brexit-related principal risks.

Whilst we accept the continued levels of uncertainty
around Brexit outcomes, our expectation would have

been that more boards would have considered, and

discussed, the potential impact an unfavourable Brexit
outcome could have on their longer term viability.

3s
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Looking beyond compliance
ln November 2012 the FRC's Financial Reporting

Lab issued a report on Risk and Viability Reportingl4,

incorporating insight from investors around the elements

of vlability reportinB that are most useful for them.

There are some positive trends emerging following the
recommendations in this report and the lnvestment
Association's Guidelines on Viability Statementsl3.

These include:

. longer lookout periods, with 20 companies reporting
over four years or longer (2017: 22 companies; 20'l 6:

14 companies);

740lo disclosed that they took the current state of the
company's affairs into consideration (2017:710/o) and,

of these disclosures, in our judgement 24 companies
provided useful detail this year;

1 1% of companies made the link to the sustainability
of dividends (2017: 5o/o);

1 070 disclosed the use of reverse stress testing, a
pa rti cu I a rly ro bust testi n g m eth od o I ogy (2017 : 1 00/o);

and

Of 26 companies that set out clear scenarios

they had used to test the model for their viability
statement, 13 had presented a conclusion covering
each scenario (2017:26 and seven).

What to watch out for

Consider whether you have addressed both
parts of Code Provision C.2.2, incorporating an

explanation of how longer term prospects have

been assessed and the viability statement, and

include clear disclosure on both elements.

Explain the risk and resilience of your business
model so that investors understand to what
extent your viability assessment is finely
balanced.

Consider whether a longer lookout period would
be more appropriate for the life cycle of your
business - and whatever the lookout period,
include a clear and reasoned explanation as to
why it is the right decision.

Explain the analysis you have undertaken and

consider whether that could be more robust
by assessing principal risks in combination or
perform i ng reverse stress testing.

Presenting clear testing scenarios is a helpful
addition to the disclosure, particularly if
conclusions are shown for each of those
scenarios.

lf you are subject to financing arrangements,
remember that in most cases the viability
assessment will make assumptions about those
arrangements continuing, which should be

disclosed.

@
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Examples of disclosure
Vodafone Group Plc gave a clear explanation of their methodology for arriving at conclusions on the viability

assessment, including clear differentiation between assessment of prospects and assessment of viability and the
principal risks being assessed both individually in severe but plausible scenarios and in combination.

Vodafone Group Plc

TheVcdrfone methodology

Assessment of prospects Assessment of virbitity
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See more examples of disclosure in the
electronic version of this publication.

lleadroom
Theavoilable headroom is calculated using thecash and crsh equivrtents, ptus anailabte ficitities, at year end

Long Range Ptan
Three-yeorforecastisilsedtocrtcut tecrshpositionandavailableheadroomovertheperiod

Overcltviabititlr=headroom -cash impactof risks+additional liquidity options

Combined risk scenrrio Sansitivityanalpis
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9. Board and director stewardship

.@ ffi.G)
Only .. ' ., of companies included a statement
indicating how they applied the main principles

of the Code, down from 8070 in 2017.

9970 of companies (2017: .l 
00Yo) reported on

compliance with the provisions of the UK

Corporate Governance Code

ln the FTSE 100 companies surveyed,

,nU 684/O inctuded this statement,

downfrom 94o/oin2017.

r-Er:---7L)g or *u37 o/o that reported they had partially

complied with the C"Oe, 8570 provided an
adequate explanation ofthe reasons for any

620/o reported that they had comptied
fully (2017:52o/o)

Common Code non-compliances disclosed:

non-compliance (201 7: 9070).

Provision A.2.1 - The
Chairman should not also be

Chief Executive

Provision A.3.1 -
lndependence of chairman

Provision A.4.1 - Senior
independent director

Provision 8.2.1 - Nomination
committee composition

Provision C.3.'l - Audit
committee composition

Provision D.2.1 -
Remu neration committee
composition

it'ii zore I zott
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0.
o"ty27a/a of companies

refer to the board's
consideration of Brexit in the

corporate governance
statement, down from

4 4o/O of compan ies in 2017.



Compliance - positive trends
Comply or explain - the Listing Rules supported

by FRC guidance indicate that a meaningful explanation
should be provided for any departure from the
provisions of the applicable UK Corporate Governance

Code, affordingthe reader the opportunityto
understand the company's governance journey.

The quality of explanations given for departures from
Code provisions during the year remalned high, with 86%

:hose companies that did not fully comply with the
tode providing a meaningful explanation (2017.9Oo/o).

We identified some strong board evaluation
disclosures, with 350/o of companies explaining the
findings and related action points (2017'.410/0). A further
1770 of companies described the findings of their
evaluation (2017'.90/o) - this means that a total of 520/o of
companies included informative disclosure regarding
their evaluation (2017',50%o). The omission of action
points was in some cases driven by the timing of the
board evaluation and we noted several disclosures that
explained that actions were to be set at an upcoming
board meeting or board strategy day.

It is particularly helpful to be able to see the benefits
companies have derived from their board evaluation
and it demonstrates transparency, openness to
change and commitment to the running of an effective

ard when they are prepared to discuss areas for
-improuement in the annual report.

6% of companies had not performed a board
evaluation during the year, generally attributed to
substantial recent changes at board level which
led the board to conclude that an evaluation would
be of limited use and should be delayed until the
changes had been in place for longer. Of the other 94
companies, 80%o made it clear in the annual report that
their board evaluation processes had covered all of
board, board committees and individual directors
(as laid out in Code Principle B.6).

Corporate culture has been an area of focus for the
FRC in recent years with the report on'Corporate
Culture and the Role of Boards' released in July 201 63,

indicating the importance of board focus on this topic
in order to hold management to account. As well as

an encouraging 8670 of companies discussing

culture or values in their strategic report we found
74% discussing this in their corporate governance
stateme nts (2017 : 820/o a n d 690/o).
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We considered lhat320/o offered a detailed discussion

in the strategic report (20.17: 44ok) and 1170 in their
corporate governance statements (2017 : 250/o). ll
was interesting to note that some of the stronger
disclosures regarding culture we identified this year

arose in companies outside the FTSE 350. High quality

disclosures acknowledge people and values as a key

company asset and provide a clear, detailed explanation

of how their culture works, the value derived from that,

how it is monitored and how it is supported by the

company structures, including the board.

2370 of companies included some detail on the tools and

techniques the board uses to monitor culture and 40/o

indicated that the board obtains some type of assurance

regarding corporate cultu re (2017:210/o and 60/o). 8o/o

of companies disclosed action taken by the board to
address issues during the year around culture - for
example, introducing new training on values, work on a

fundamental cultural transformation in the business, or

action to address concerning findings regarding culture

arising from an employee engagement survey.

Disclosure focusing on the tools and techniques the

board uses to monitor the quality of the cultural
environment in the group helps the reader to

understand how seriously the board takes the topic of
understanding, developing and improving the culture
and values embedded in their organisation - as does

disclosure on the actions the board is taking to fix
perceived cultural issues in the company.

This year, 7010 of companies helped bring their culture
and values to life for the reader by providing illustrative
case studies - a recommendation from the FRC's

report (201 7: 1 0%).

Compliance - problem areas
The Listing Rules require premium listed

companies to provide a statement regarding how they
apply the Main Principles of the Code in a manner
that would enable shareholders to evaluate how the
principles have been applied. These principles are key

to corporate governance in the UK as they represent a

broad structure withln which companies can develop

the specific governance arrangements that works best
for them, Only 740/o of companies this year included
a statement clearly indicating how they applied the
main principles of the Code (20'17: 800/0). This included
a substantial deterioration in the FTSE 100 companies
surveyed, where only 6870 included this statement,
down from 940/oin2017.
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Looking beyond compliance
The world of governance continues to move

quickly and government, regulators and investors look
for boards to respond promptly and with foresight.
This year, all boards had sight of the direction of
travel and most boards had the opportunityto read

the consultation draft of the 2018 UK Corporate
Governance Code developed in conjunction with the
Government's corporate governance reform agenda,
which was published in December 2017.

We were therefore anticipating thoughtful disclosure
in corporate governance statements regarding

the attention paid by boards to section 1 72 of the
Companies Act 2006 (also discussed in section 4),

broader stakeholder engagement, company purpose
and their plans for formal workforce engagement

mechanisms (expected to be an employee director,
workforce council or designated non-executive director).
However, most boards appear to have taken a "wait and
see" approach in the corporate governance statement:

. 21 companies referred to section 172 of the
Companies Act or explained how the board takes
into account the interests of broader stakeholders
(2017:17).

. Six companies referred to corporate purpose, and
only one of these companies included any detailed
disclosure.

. Only four companies explained current or planned

workforce engagement mechanisms, with each of the
three main options taken up by at least one company.

. Two companies explained the involvement of the
board in determining which groups constitute the
company's key stakeholders.

. only ten companies indicated that stakeholder
feedback has any impact on board decision making

- however these disclosr.rres were in general not
specific about the nature of that impact.

Disclosures on current "hot topics" this year included:

. 54%o disclosed board attention on cyber risk/cyber
security, including board training, presentations to
the board or audit committee, cyber insurance and

externally provided projects regarding cyber security
(2017 50Vo).2% disclosed a specific cyber security
breach the company had suf[ered during the year.

Section 7 also discusses principal risks disclosed in

this space, with 790lo having identified such a risk,

either in relation to cyber-crime or systems'failures,

. 35%o mentioned board involvement in the company's
work to implement the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR), where boards received training and
disclosed plans, including internal audit attention to
the topic of data security.44 companies mentioned
GDPR compliance as part of their principal risks.

. 270/o disclosed board attention to the topic of Brexit ^
where boards discussed strategy, principal risks
and mitigating actions, whilst audit committees
mentioned foreign exchange and treasury risk,

potential impairments, principal risks and viability
statements - down from 440/o in 2017. ln contrast,
5970 had either identified Brexit as a principal risk or
explicitly mentioned it as a contributing factor to a

broader marketplace or economic risk.

What to watch out for

The 20'lB UK Corporate Governance Code (the

2018 Code) takes effecr 'or years commercing
on or after '1 january 2019. This means most
underlying changes to company policies and
processes should be in place by the time many

companies issue their next annual report. Boards
should consider incorporating disclosure on thoir .
role in these changes,

Remember to provide a clear statement of how
the Code's main principles have been applied in

addition to a statement of compliance with the
provisions.

Corporate culture is an area of continued focus - it
is key for boards to understand what makes their
companies tick and ideally to explain how they
monitor that the company's values are applied
consistently and what they do to improve matters.

Despite the uncertainties around Brexit, it is an

area of concern for the FRC and for investors,

where boards should demonstrate they are

involved in the key monitoring and planning
processes and that they understand the impact
their company could face.

Company vulnerability to cyber attack continues
to be an area ofconcern for Government and for
investois, who would like to understand how the
board is managing and/or mitigating this risk.

@
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Examples of disclosure
Mears Group PLC explains its conclusion to

appoint an employee director to help the board receive

insight and views from the workforce.

Mears Group PLC

Emptoyee Director
lte understand th*. \Jital role that sur workforce plays in
lhe success of the Group. Te ftrrther increase engagement
bet'Aeen the Board and our'employees, we are tooking to
lppoint an Employes Director to thc Board.Ihi$ roto will
insure that the Board receives futt, open and hcnest i*$ighi.

anr.J views frorn rls wolkforce oil lrow sttategrc [[tiatives
€ra being implemented and will provide the wider nrorkforce
irith a better understanding of hcw the Ecard operates.
!{e are currently managingthe recruitment process, with
appticaiions open to atl emptoyees.The rote wi[[ be resiricted
to a two-year term and we hope that the appoinhent Df the
successf ul applicanl wrll be confirrned ai the ?01B AGM.

Croda lnternational Plc provides insight on the board

decision making process around culture and values,

including the development of a culture plan, link to

business strategy and a mechanism for monitoring

culture throughout the business.

Croda lnternational Plc

Culture and values
The Board spends a considerable amount
of time meeling with eniployees and visiting

'rr o{flces and manu{acturing sites around
te world. This ensures that our Non-

Executive Directors develop and maintain
greater insrght and understanding of the
Business, which enhance the quality of
decision making and debate. That diversity
of thought allows the Board to consider the
broader long term impact of its decisions
on our empioyees, suppliers and customers
and the communities in which we operate.
On page 43 we set out more details of the
Board's programme ol activities outside
the boardroom.

We recognise the value of culture, and
these visits also create opportunities ior
a cultural tone to be cascaded from the
boardroorn. Directors are able to promote
the values-based conduct and behaviours
expected from every part o{ the Company.
The Board has spent lime working on the
development of our Culture PIan, linking
our culture to our Business strategy in
order to deliver business results. Central
to this plan is the Global Employee Culture

Survey, conducted in 20'17 and designed
in-house specifically to examine our
culture and ensure that it is consistent
rvith our values across the Business.
More informalion about the survey can
be found on page 02.

Anglo American plc includes an illustrative case study

on values and culture, a technique to communicate

culture that has been recommended by the FRC.

Anglo American plc

See more examples of disclosure in the
electronic version of this publication.
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10. Succession and diversity

750/a 874/o 794/o
of nomination committees were

involved in appointing a new director
during the year; all of these committees

held at least one meeting and...

ofthem described the process used
for specific board appointments

during the year

of nomination committees that
appointed a new director used an

executive search firm to help
identify candidates

How did boards disclose activity around succession planning?

00
No

reference

I zota

7
$ffi5HE#[

ffiI
Mentioned but

no detail

FTSE 1OO

I zott

,, 

I 0a
No

reference

a/

I
Mentioned but

no detail

FTSE 250

17
15

I
Clear

explanation

11,I
No

reference

27

24

I
Mentioned but

no detail

Others

o.B

3
Clear

explanation

Clear

explanation

33o/O of nomination committee
disclosures explained clearly the

system the board uses to maintain
good succession planning

practices (2017 : 41o/o)

8Oo/o of annual reports referred to
aspects of board diversity other than

gend er (2017 : 860/o); however, only

29o/o of companies met the new
DTR requirements to describe the

board diversity policy

ry!'
only 1 5o/o ,tcompanies disclosed
the gender diversity in the executive
committee and their direct reports, in

line with the Hampton-Alexander
review's expectatio ns (2Q17 : 8Vo)
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Compliance - positive trends
We noted a significant trend for improvement

in succession planning disclosures in our 20'17 survey
There has not been a further step-change this year,

however nomination committees have continued to
provide better quality disclosure. The Guidance on
Board Eflectivenessls offers insight on succession
planning practices, information which could also add
value to succession planning disclosures.

%o of boards disclosed activity around succession
-planning (2017' 890k,2016'.690/o).This year the small

improvements in quality of disclosure we have seen

has been in companies belowthe FTSE 100. However,

in our judgement only 3370 of companies this year
included disclosures that explained clearly the systems
the board has in place to maintain good succession
planning, compared to410/0ir 20'17. We were looking
for information such as whether the board uses a skills

matrix, whether it is reviewed regularly, whether there
is a regular update provided on succession planning for
senior management.

1970 of companies had disclosures that clearly showed

that the succession plan and the talent programme

were connected to the corporate strategy (201 7: 1 9%o).

Finally, we saw a small increase to 3170 in the number of
companies that included information on the quality of

. .the 
i nte rn a I pi pel i n e (2017'. 27 0/0, 201 6: 90/o).

Code provisio n B.2.4lays out the requirements relating
to nomination committee reporting. These are still not
fully met by the companies in our sample.

. 88% of companies this year met the requirement for
a separate section ofthe annual report describing
the work of the nomination committee (201-7:890/o).

. Of the -750/0 of companies that appointed a new board
director during the year, 870k described the process

used for those appointments, in line with the Code
provision asking for disclosure of "the process used
in relation to board appointments ;' (?011 .670/o and
8570).

With regard to the appointment of directors:

. ln total, 67010 of companies disclosed the use of
executive search agencies, either in relation to a
current year director appointment or a description
of their general appointment process (2017: 66Vo).

A significant minority mentioned that they had
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requested diverse shortlists or that the agency in

question had signed up to the Voluntary Code of
Conduct on diversity.

. Only two companies disclosed that they used open
advertising and neither of those companies used

advertising as the sole method of finding directors.
A further company indicated that it would use

open advertising in the future in order to promote

diversity.

. Other methods described by companies to find
new directors included appointment of internal
candidates; personal connections; informatlon on

candidates from previous shortlists.

Compliance - problem areas
We consider that the requirements of the

Non-Financial Reporting Directive regarding diversity
disclosures in the corporate governance statement
(implemented in the UK through the Disclosure

Guidelines and Transparency Rules) should not be very

different from the Code requirements for "a description
of the board's policy on diversity, including gender, any

measurable objectives... and progress on achieving

the objectives." Complying with the new DTR was a

requirement for large listed companies with periods

commencing on or after 1 January 2017.

ln our judgement, only 2970 of companies this year met

the requirements of the DTR; of these, six companies
disclosed that they did not have a board diversity
policy and provided reasons why. The proportion of
companies that met the requirements rose to 530/o of
FTSE 100 companies, with one of those companies
disclosing that it did not have a board diversity policy

and why. Two further FTSE 100 companies did not
describe the policy on board diversity but did say they
had a policy available on their website.

ln order to meet the DTR requirements, boards
should aim to describe the policy itself rather than
the processes in place or actions taken during the
year - although of course knowing about these is also

valuable to the readerl We also do not consider it is

sufficient to provide a cross-reference to a disclosure
about the diversity policy applying to the organisation
as a whole without further clarification of whether or
how it relates to the board itself. Boards should be

clear about measurable objectives (disclosed by 220/o of
companies this year, up from 160/o in2017) and should
comment clearly on the outcomes during the year.
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ldeally the policy should look beyond gender diversity

- the DTR also refers to age, educational background
and professional background, with the goal to promote
diversity of thought at board level,

Only '1570 of companies disclosed the gender diversity
in the executive committee and their direct reports, in

line with the Hampton-Alexander review's expectations
(2017:80/o). This will be a disclosure requirement in the
2018 Code. Only six companies included any disclosure
on the level of ethnic diversity on their board.

The McGregor Smith review also covered ethnic
diversity - this time throughout the workforce. One

company included reporting along these lines in its

strategic report.

Looking beyond compliance
Additional information on director performance

and contribution is particularly helpful for FTSE 350

companies, where there is a requirement for annual
re-election. 5570 of all companies in our sample
included disclosure regarding director contribution
(2011'.350/o), increasingro 79%o of the FTSE 100, We

have seen an increase in companies outside the FTSE

350 disclosing that they also seek annual re-election of
directors, which will soon be required under the 2018

Code for all premium listed companies.

We considered the impact of the 2018 Code on
independence and succession considerations for
the companies in our sample. 2018 Code provision 9
requires the chair to be independent on appointment,
and provision 19 states that "the chair should not
remain in post beyond nine years of the date of their
first appointment to the board."

We found that:

. 1070 of companies disclosed that their chair was not
independent on appointment. A further 3670 did
not mention whether or not their chair had been

independent on appointment.

. 2506 of companies had chairs who had served on the
board for more than 9 years. A further 3% did not
mention the tenure of the chair, Six of the companies
with long-serving chairs had chairs who were not
independent on appointment.

What to watch out for

Nomination committees are short on time to
plan for the implementation of the 2018 Code,

which will be in effect for periods commencing
on or after 1 January 20'19. Consideration should
be given to successlon planning, the tenure of
directors and refreshment of the board, director
appointment, and the accompanying disclosures.

On succession planning, informative Oisctosures-
are specific to the company and to the year.

They cover the link between succession and
strategy, the process, tools and advisors used
by the nomination committee, an insight into the
quality and diversity of the internal pipeline, and
work the board is doing to improve the internal
pipeline.

Focus is moving further down the organisation
and boards are expected to pay more attention
to the diversity and remuneration of executive
committees and their direct reports, along with
reporting on those matters.

The recent focus on the first gender pay

gap disclosures both in the media and by

Government committees and the investor
pressures on board diversity suggest that boar^
should consider carefully their policies and
disclosures in this area.

@
l

tr Finally, boards have struggled to meet the
required disclosures under DTR 7.2.8A regarding
the board diversity policy, objectives and
outcomes during the year. lf this is a difficult
disclosure to write, is rhere an issue witl'the
underlying policy which needs to be addressed?
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Examples of disclosure
Mondi plc's nomination committee includes a helpful diagram showing the process it follows for

appointment of new directors, together with detail on how that process was applied to the appolntment of
a director during the year, the use ofan executive search firm and the detail that they are a signatory ofthe
Voluntary Code of Conduct,

Mondiplc

:

,I

r .I rl

.wden Joinery Group Plc discloses detail regarding the process followed in appointing its new CEO, covering the
.l,'ocess, interaction between board committees and HR, use of psychometric profiles, and contract negotiation.

See more examples of disclosure in the

electronic version of this publication.

Howden Joinery Group Plc

tl

Cas6 St$df CEO Succeailo.
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11 . Accountability and internal control

890/o
On average, how many significant financial reporting
issues were identified by the audit committee?

of audit committee chairmen showed clear
ownership of their committee's report, in
most cases through a personal introduction FTSE 100

or through signing the full report(2A17:87o/o).

FTSE 250

Others

I zora I zo'v

BBBBB 880/O of audit committees disclosed how they had assessed
the effectiveness of the external audit process

6O0/O of companies with an internal audit function explained
how they had assessed the effectiveness of the internal audit

fu nction (2O17 : 89% and 67 o,b).

1 5 .o*punies referred to engagement with
the FRC's Corporate Reporting Review panel,

up from 3 in zotu.

The ratio of non-audit fees
compared to audit fees was
significantly lower this year at

250/o,a reduction from

620/o since the introduction
of the FRC's Revised Ethical
Standard for auditors.

onry 8Yo of companies
disclosed a ratio exceeding

7Oo/o

How comprehensive were the disclosures regarding
the effectiveness of the externalaudit process?

15a/a
Comprehensiu"_rO^

Moderate

Brief
460/o

tr*
Oo/o

ffi zora lzan

l=lI.nl
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Compliance - positive trends
This year, in order to assess whether disclosures

on significant issues considered in relation to
the financial statements was comprehensive, we
considered each of the factors laid out by the FRC's

Audit & Assurance Lab in its report, Audit Committee
ReportinglT. This calls for informative context to
be provided for each signiflcant issue, including
quantification where appropriate; a description of the
actions carried out by the audit committee during the

rr; the conclusion on each issue and the rationale
Yehind that conclusion; and suitable cross-references to

elsewhere in the annual report.

ln our judgement, based on these criteria, only 25%
were comprehensive disclosures adding substantially
to the reader's understanding ofthose issues
and how the audit committee has considered and
challenged them. ln general, audit committees could
have provided more detail on their actions and level

of challenge and comparatively few explained the
rationale underlying their conclusions regarding the
significant issues.

15% of audit committees referred to engagement with
the FRC's Corporate Reporting Review (CRR) panel,

up from 30/o in 2017. The increase was driven partially
by company involvement in the CRR's programme of
rhematic reviews, which has widened the number of

. ,npanies engaged in dialogue with the CRR this year.

6%o of companies indicated that their company had
experienced some form of significant internal control
breakdown during the year. Following the 2014
change in the FRC's Guidance on Risk Management,
lnternal Control and Related Financial and Business
Reporting2l on how to report on significant failings
or weaknesses, which now calls for an explanation of
what actions have been or are being taken to remedy
any signiflcant failing or weakness, 67% of those that
had experienced a control breakdown provided a good
disclosure regarding the actions that have been or are
being taken. This compares favourably to 44%o of those
companies identifying a significant failing or weakness
in our 2017 survey making that disclosure.

Another responsibility of the audit committee relates
to the relationship with the external auditor. This year
220/o of companies mentioned that they had read the
FRC's Audit Quality Review Team (AQRI report on thelr
audii firm (2017. 180/o).
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170/0 ref erred to a specific AQRT inspection of their
company's audit (2017: 12%), and almosr all of those
explained whether there were significant issues
identified and, if so, that they had discussed the report
with the auditor and agreed appropriate actions.

We also looked at the disclosure of non-audit services:

. 8%o of companies rndicated their auditor did not
provide any non-audit services (2017',60/o).

. For those that did provide non-audit services, the
average ratio of non-audit fees to audit fees16 over
all companies was25Vo, fallingto 23% in the FTSE

350 part of our sample {2017:620/o, falling to 450lo).

This indicates a substantial shift following the FRC'S

Revised Ethical Standard for auditors taking effect.

. Where the audit committee calculated the ratio
it came out at 2170 on average, compared to290/o

on average where we calculated it ourselves. This
may be because auditor's fees for the review of
the interim report were often included by audit
committees as audit fees when calculating the ratio
- we note that these are classified as non-audit fees

under the Ethical Standard.

. Only 8% of companies disclosed a ratio of non-audit
fees to audit fees exceeding 70%0.

Last year, we highlighted changes to the 2016 UK

Corporate Governance Code and the Guidance on
Audit Committees affecting the audit committee report
for years commencing on or after 17June 2016. We

have identified an increase in the number of companies
providing these disclosures:

. 91% described the composition of their audit
committee and 570/o included a disclosure about
sector competence (20'i7: 89% and 3570).

. 3870 indicated when there might be a future external
audit tender (2017 . 490/0).

. 7370 disclosed the tenure ofthe current audit partner
and 58% disclosed the audit partner name (2017:

600/o and 430/o).

. 58%o included some mention of the annual
performance evaluation of the audit committee
(2017:520/o).
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ff Comptiance - problem areas /fr\ Looking beyond compliance
\-/ tn the wake of public attention on both external E/ 1i16 FRC's A&A Lab report, Audit Committee
and internal audit, it is notable that audit committee
disclosures regarding internal audit have not moved

on lo the same degree. lt is not unusual to see several
pages of disclosure regarding the audit committee's
consideration of external audit, yet only a few
sentences regarding internal audit,

lnternal audit is a critical element of the "third line of
defence" and Government and regulatory bodies have

been encouraging boards to spend more time ensuring
internal audit is established properly with independent
lines of reporting, a clear remit, coverage of key risks

to the business and suitable access to the rest ofthe
organisation.

Despite an expanded section on internal audit in the
FRC's 2016 Guidance on Audit Committees, we have

seen no real improvement in the reporting of the role

and activities of the internal audit function.

Olthe 8"1%o of companies which have an internal audit
function (93% of the FTSE 350 and 650/o of smaller
companies), 9470 of audit committees conflrm that
they have reviewed the plans and work of internal
audit (2017: 90%o). Only 5270 stated that they have set

internal audit plans with reference to the key risks of
the busi ness (2017, 530/o).

Only 60% of audit committees in companies with an

internal audit function explain how they have assessed

the effectiveness of the internal audit function (2017:

670/o), and many of these disclosures are very brief
indeed. This year we noted a substantial minority
disclosing they had used some form of external
assessment process, an exercise recommended by the
lnstitute of lnternai Auditors on a five-yearly basis.

ReportinglT, indicates that investors would flnd it
helpful to have clarity in the audit committee report
regarding the role the audit committee plays in internal
control. ln our judgement,TB0/o of companies metthis
standard. However, most of the remaining 220/a of
companies incl uded sufflcient disclosure elsewhere
in the annual report to understand the role ofthe
audit committee; indeed, we noticed that several
companies had a short section immediately precedin.
the audit committee report which clearly explained the
governance structures around risk and internal control.
Companies should consider whether to rearrange the
location of their disclosures in order to meet investor
preferences.

The 2018 UK Corporate Governance Code, which
will be effective for years commencing on or after
1 january 2019, has a provision regarding whistleblowing
which makes it clear that whistleblowing is the board's
responsibility. 91 % of companies included some
mention of whistleblowing in the annual report, of these
76% in the audit committee report. ln our judgement,

only 230/o of companies that mentioned whistleblowing
shared disclosures that went beyond boilerplate.

Better disclosures brought out the importance of a
robust speaking-up process to the company. They
were company-specific and year-specific and could
include the operation of the whistleblowing process,

its independence and reporting lines, changes during
the year, reporting statistics, and the nature of reports
received and acted upon. Some drew out the link to
corporate culture.

What to watch out for

Consider enhancing disclosures regarding the
internal audit function and demonstrating
the level of oversight applied by the audit
committee. What is the scope of internal audit
activity across the company? Does it cover the
key risks? ls resourcing and skills sufficient and

approprlate? How has the committee assessed

the effectiveness of the internal auditor?

@
tr
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Provide useful information about the nature
of the significant issues affecting the financial
statements - clear context and value. Make
it clear for each issue what actions the audit
committee has taken during the year; how
the audit committee has applied challenge to
management's conclusions, the conclusion
the audit committee itself has reached and its
underlying ratlonale.

Consider disclosures around the importance of
external audit quality, particularly where coming
up to a tender of the external audit or where one
has recently been undertaken. lnvestors are keen
to know that audit committees prioritise audit
quality.

Whether disclosure sits in the audit committee
report or elsewhere in the annual report, it is
important for employees and other stakeholders
to know that the whistleblowing process is

robust, independent, and that reports are
listened to and acted upon.

Examples of disclosure
Rotork plc s disclosure on significant issues

affecting financial reporting includes context and
valuation, the evidence reviewed and actions taken
bV the committee, the conclusions reached and

, ionale, and cross-reference to the relevant financial
statement note.

Rotork plc

Th€ princiFal matle5 of judgmeni considered by the Audit Cmmiliee in
relation to ihe 2017 accounts and how they were aCdressed !.Jere:
. Gmdwili impaimmt t€ning. The !€ar end bala.,{e sheet includes

qi:)odwillof t2Z8"Om. this repr€sents approximately 30..c% of the
Group's 6sets. The Audii Committee reviewed tire Carr),inq valu€ of
goo$.ryit! by examining a repon trom the Group finan(ia! Controll€r
u.&ich set out the values altributible to each cartl generating unil, the
?xpefied value in use, based on $ojected (ash {lows and the key
*oonorfi:c asslrnptions related tc growth and discount raies. The..aport
included a detailed impairmeni rsr'iew paper lor Bifold as ihis was the
(ash qenerating unit ide.titied as being most sensitile tc chanoes in the
key assumptiors. The Bifold paper $,"s revie$ed by the Eoard in
De{ember 2017 and tinaliied in February 20'18.Ihe Audit Committee
dis<ussed tl€ aop(opriateness of the esumptions used, ccmpared

"xpected 
grorvth rates to historical averages and relevant ma*e'. data

and (ompared the disount rates to the Group !.Jeighted average ao6t ol
(apital afld app.opriate risk premiums. Following the disossion, the
Audit (omrnitl*e were satisfied with the approach taken by
mmgemenl which rEulted in the impairment of the Bitold (f 19.8m)
and Tuls (f 1.6m) cash generalinq units. The Audit Commiltee also
ronsidered the impact oi any reasonahl€ cheng€ in assumptions tttat
might li.ther increEe or reduce the impairmeniJ recorded and lvhether
any rearruble change lvoutd r6ult in any other cash generaling unil
requirinq to be impaired. The Audit Comm;ttee reviewed the sensitivities
and irnpairment disclosures in rpie 10 and were satisfied these are
balaoced and jair.
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lntertek Group plc explains how its whistle-blowing
hotline operates, including lines of reporting,
independence, nature ofreports and number of
reports both received and substantiated.

Intertek Group plc

hlhistl€-blovrin g hotline
To emBower the pecple who work for lnleftek to acl. we have d
well-plirlicised hotline for ail emFloyeet contrae tors and others
representin8 lntertek, enablin8 them 10 confidenllally reporl
susFected nrisconduct or breaches of the Code.

Our whislle-blowinE hotline is run by an independent. externol
provider, is mulli-langua8e and is accessible to all employee s 24
hours a day either by phone or by email Those concerned are

enceura8ed to report any conduct, compl:ance, inte8rity or ethiral
conrerns usin8 the hotline. lnformation posters ae present in all
of orr sites.

l{ a report is made ts the hotline, it is followEd up by lntertekt
Compliance officers. All reports recaived are fully investi3ated by
olrr C{oup Corjtpliance func'iioft which is independent of our
operaiional businesses and reports directly to our Group Gene,al
Counsal, Provided there is no conflict of interesl all reporls are
also notified irnmediately to our Group Ethics & Cornpliance
Com!"nittee which consisls of our Goup fE0, Grcup (F0, Croup
€VP fcr i-iR and Croup General fo*nsel. This ensures effective
resoiution both of indiviqiual issues and any systemic or process

improvements that can be made to address them,

. Durin8 2012 202 reports of non-cornpliance with our Code of
Ethics were made to our hotline.0f those repertt 36 were
substantiated and required remedial ilti0n. Oi those
substanti8ted claims: there were no substantialed grievances

releting ta human rights. labour practices or so(ietai impact
breacnes;

. there were no envkonmental incidents

. lhere were no reil*rted violations of th* ri8hts of indigenous
pecple; and

. the.e were no cases oi disoimination..

See more examples of disclosure in the
electronic version of this publication.
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12. Judgernents and estimates, tax and

oolffi:J,::,:5#Hi"T,** oo H:[fiil:rff::i'"'
qo;::ffi:;1,':xfr:,i3l ., qo 3i;x:1,,,0050
Do those items appear to be company-specific?

t 6 All items company specific (2017:16)

.ij $ Some items generic (2017:51)

29 All items appeared generic (2017:32)

Disclosures on estimation uncertainties*

Nature and amount of asset/liability
(or obvious)

Quantified explanations of assumption

Sensitivities (unless stated impracticable)

Range of reasonably possible outcomes

Changes to past assumptions
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pensions

oooro 
58%

140/o

,or,

17%

,uoro

a,o*
,r*

00k

l,*
AVa 17% 34Vo 51% 68Vo 85%

* of the 99 companies appearing to disclose key sources of estimation uncertainty

40o/o 67o/a

:,T*il+" t!I*ffi;i;*

All items I Some items

40
companies had
DB schemes in an
IAS 19 surplus



ln November 2017,lne FRC published feedback reports
on its thematic reviewsls of financial statements
covering the areas of critical judgements and key

sources of estimation uncertainty, tax and pensions,

in which they identifled areas where companies can

contrnue to enhance their related disclosures. We have

focused below on the main topics where the FRC is

seeking improvements.

Critical accounting judgements and key sources
estimation uncertainty

Yritical accounting judgements and key sources of
estimation uncertainty are two disclosures that have

often mistakenly been merged together, despite
IAS 1 requiring separate and different disclosure for
each. Disclosure of accounting judgements under
IAS 1 specifically excludes those involving estimations,
which are covered by the estimation uncertainty
disclosures. The differing disclosures required for each

mean this distinction matters. Also, the key estimates
disclosures apply only where there is a significant risk

of material adjustment in the next year due to changes
in assumptions and estimates, so not all areas of
estimation are covered.

We observed further progress here, with 660/o of
t h os e s u rveye d (2011'. 520/0, 201 6. 27 0/o) n ow m a k i n g

clear which items they regard as estimates and which
. as judgements. 89% of those companies made the

, -itinction by using sub-headings. Even where a
distinction was presented though, confusion remained

- it appeared to us that 18 companies had either
presented estimates as judgements or vice versa.

The FRC remains concerned about the use of
boilerplate text and continues to identify examples of
generic disclosures that do not describe the specific
judgements and estimates made. Just under a third
of companies we looked at only provided narrative
that was so generic that it could have been applied
equally to any other company, for example in relation
to goodwill impairment testing, deflned benefit pension

assumptions and uncertain tax positions.
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Only 16 companies (2017:15) disclosed items that
all appeared suitably company-specific. The FRC has

commented that the better quality reports identify
a smaller number of judgements and estimates and
noted that audit committee reports and auditors'
reports often provide more granular information
in respect of significant judgements and richer
information regarding the particular estimates and

assumptions made, which is consistent with our
findings.

When critical judgements were distinguished,
the maximum was eight, with an average of two.
15 companies indicated that they had no critical
judgements. 3370 of the companies presented one or
more judgements where it was not obvious, based on

the information provided, how those judgements could

have a significant effect on the financial statements.
Perhaps unsurprisingly the greater the number of
judgements, the more likely this was to be the case,

When sources of estimation uncertainty were
distinguished, the maximum was seven, with an

average of three. For 820/o of companies, it was unclear
to us for one or more items identified as key sources

of estimation uncertainty, how they could realistically
give rise to a material adjustment within the next 12

months. Again, those presenting fewer items seemed

to have done better at focusing on "key" sources of
estimation uncerta inty.

These findings highlight the need for preparers to avoid
feeling compelled to identify a list that is typically five

or six items long with the same items as in their peer
group's financial statements.

ln terms of the disclosures listed in paragraph 129

of IAS 1 regarding information about estimates,
790/o of companies disclosed some quantification of
assumptions underlying estimates, with only 14Vo of
companies disclosing quantification for all key sources

of estimation uncertainty. This information is important
to investors as it enhances understanding ofthe
assumptions underlying estimates. 91% of companies
disclosed insight into sensitivities and ranges of
reasonably possible outcomes for some of the items
identifled as a key source of estimation uncertainty,
although this was typically by virtue of disclosing
information required by other standards, such as

IAS 36 and IAS 19.
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Tax
Recent times have seen greater scrutiny of the amount
oftax companies are paying and on the use ofoverseas
tax structures. The FRC's thematic review also highlighted

areas for improvement in companies'tax disclosures and
transparency.

Large UK companies are now required to publish their
UK tax strategy online, either as a separate document
or as part ofanother. ln the annual reports we
surveyed, 400/o (2017:380/o) provided information on tax
strategy or governance, of which 240/oweft providing
fairly generic disclosures or a brief cross-reference to a
company website, and only 160/owere providing more
detailed insight.

The majority of companies (81%o) discussed the current
year effective tax rate in the strategic report, although
only 520/a provided insight into the expected future
effective tax rate. Providing information in addition
to generic disclosure of Budget tax rate changes
is encouraged. Of the 56 companies that showed

adjusting items on the face of the income statement,
only 27 analysed the tax impact of these in the tax
reconciliation note to the accounts.

One area of concern raised by the FRC is around

uncertain tax positions, which are relatively common in

large entities given the complexity of many tax regimes.

37%o of companies surveyed (2017'.380/o) identifled
provisions for uncertain tax positions as a critical

accounting judgement or a key source of estimation

uncertainty (although in some cases mis-categorised
within these two headings), and34o/o of companies
provided an accounting policy on uncertain tax positions.

However, of the 37 companies, only 18 quantified their
uncertain tax provisions to provide useful information
to the reader on the extent of estimation. 23 companies
(2017:15) disclosed contingent liabilities related to tax,

although only 14(2017 seven) of those gave an estimate
of the potential effect as required by IAS 37 where the
probability of outflow is not remote.

Alongside IFRIC 23 Uncertointy over lncome Tax

Treotments, which provides clarity on the accounting
(with effect from periods commencing on or after
1 January 2019), the FRC is promoting greater
transparency in this area, through clearer disclosure
of accounting policy and quantification of uncertain
tax provisions. The FRC has stated that justification

for non-quantification will continue to be a regulatory
focus in future.

Pensions
Whilst many companies have closed their defined
beneflt pension schemes either to new entrants or
to future accrual, ongoing obligations to fund such
schemes are often significant and 67 companies
surveyed (2017.67) still had such schemes.

The vast malority of companies provided some
quantified insight into future funding levels (an area of
FRC focus), and whilst improved on prior year, the level

of insight into future contribution levels stlllvaried. 31 ^
(2017 15) appeared to quantify future contributions over
the whole period covered by schedules of contributions,
while 21 only disclosed expected contributions for the
following year. Only two companies surveyed mentioned
an increase in dividend payments potentially triggering
an increase in pension scheme contributions, which ls a

topical area of public interest.

40 companies had one or more schemes in surplus
on an IAS 19 basis, with 37 of those companies
recognising the surplus as an asset. However,
justification for recognising an asset was only provided
by 21 companies (in all cases, as in prevrous years,

on the grounds of an uncondltional right to a refund).
The FRC's thematic review highlighted this as an area
for improvement. On a related note, no company
recognised an additional liability for a minimum
funding requirement that would have given rise to an .
irrecoverable surplus. This is an area where the FRC '

does challenge companies, focusing on matters such
as trustees'rights to enhance benefits.

Most companies analysed plan assets by major
category, although 24 companies did not make clear
which categories had quoted market prices and which

did not. Over half of the companieswith defined benefit
schemes (42) clearly identified and explained the risks
inherent in their scheme asset investment strategy
and 24 companies disclosed asset-liability matching
strategies such as annuities or longevity swaps,

Most companies provided sensitivity analyses for
significant assumptions although, for 26 of these,

certain assumptions moved in the current year by
more than the'reasonably possible'change identifled in

the sensitivity disclosure. This may appear inconsistent
for a reader assessing the extent of estimation, as the
extent of reasonably possible changes would typically
be expected to be consistent with recent variations,
rather than just having standard variations of plus or
minus 0.1% for example.
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Provide tailored commentary on tax strategy and
governance.

Provide insight into the future expected tax rate.

Provide the necessary disclosures around
uncertain tax positions.

Provide justification for recognition of a pension

asset where a scheme is in surplus.

Consider the reasonably possible changes in

all key pension assumptions, and whether the
disclosed ranges are consistent with recent
variations.

@ *n", to watch out for

Distinguish between judgements (other than
those relating to estimates) and estimates.

Make the judgements and estimates disclosures

company-specific and meet the FRC's

expectations for all the accompanying detail,

such as sensitivity information.

Only include the most complex or subjective
judgements that have the most significant effect
on amounts recognised.

Only include the assumptions and other sources

of estimation uncertainty where there is a

significant risk of material adjustment to the
carrying amounts of assets or liabilities within the
next year.

Examples of disclosure
Kingfisher plc included insightful information on the risks inherent in their defined benefit investment

strategy.

Kingfisher plc

c red*ce volatility ris* a liability driv6n invastm€nr (LDl) strar&gy forms pan of tlx Trustee's manag€mefi of tho UK delined benefit
includirg government bonds" corporate btrrds and de.lvatives. The govemmeat bond a=sels caregory in tle table above

includes gross assars ol l2.8bn (2015/'17: f 3.0bn) and assoclated repurchase ayeement liabilitios ol l1.4bn {2016i 17: f.1.4bn). ?apt:rchasa
agreerrsnts ar56n:€rsd inlo with counterparties to b6tt6r offset the sch€me's 6xposur6 to int6r€s1end ;niation rat6s, whilst remaining
invested ln ass€ts oi a similar risk profib, lnieresl ra:B and iilllalbn aatE derivatives ar€ also €mpleyed to comllement the use of flxed and
index-link6d bonds in rnalching the protib of the scheme's liab,lhies.

See more examples of disclosure in the
electronic version of this publication.

aaa a a a aa a a aa t a a t t a a a t a a aa r a t a l a o a a a a a a a a aa a a a a t a a
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13. other fi nancial statement disclosures '$

ilil@@@@
Only

companies indicated any involvement in debt
factoring, supplier financing or similar

39 O/O 
orcompanies had business

combinations in the yeaI compared to

33a/otastyear

How was recoverable amount determined
for goodwill? (Eil@(Eil onu12

companies stated that
they did not expect
IFRS 16 to have a
material impactoo

Fair value less Both
costs of disposal H

H
HH

Companies indicating the quantitative
impact of IFRS 16:

What reporting framework are parent
companies using?

lr'i

W
Precise

numbers

2
Numerical

ranges
Cross-referring to
operating lease

commitments

6
I
FRS 102

Value in use

52
36

.4 .'i
d+,/*

Full IFRS FRS 101



Changes in2017118
There were relatively few changes to IFRS reporting
requirements in the past reporting season, although
companies did make some limited progress in areas of
recurring regulatory focus as explained below.

Perhaps the most significant change to actual

requirements was the introduction of IAS 7's

requirement to disclose movements in liabilities arising

from financing activities, which became effective for
-iods commencing on or after '1 january 2017. Of the

}1 companies surveyed caught by this requirement,
only 57 provided information resembling that required,
although for a number of those omitting the disclosure
it appeared that they had little or nothing in the way of
liabilities arising from financing activities.

A wide variety of formats were used by companies,

some of which could be open to challenge, For

example, 37 companies included positive cash

balances as part ofthis disclosure, perhaps because

they then resembled net debt reconciliations
historically prepared under UK GAAP or perhaps
because this was felt to be more useful information for
users. However, whilst permitted, care should be taken
to still isolate the information required by IAS Z which
specifically focuses on the movements in liabilities

- a pull-out box may be a good means of achieving
rompliance in this regard.

Recent times have also seen regulators paying

increased attention to the accounting, presentation

and disclosure of debt factoring transactions, supplier
financing and similar, including in the statement of
cash flows. Only nine companles surveyed provided
some evidence in their financial statements of being
party to such transactions - a flgure which seemed low
given the relatively widespread use of such facilities at
present. Preparers would be well advised to consider
whether their reports can be improved in this area.
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Impairment testing of goodwill
B0 companies had a goodwill balance at the year-

end, including all of the FTSE 1 00 companies in
our population, which required them to produce

disclosures under IAS 36 in relation to impairment

testing. Continuing the trend of previous years it
was pleasing to see that 73 of the 76 companies
with significant goodwill identified key assumptions
for determining the recoverable amount of all the
relevant cash generating units (CGUs). 44 companies
included key assumptions other than just discount and

growth rates, including margins, commodity prices

and volumes amongst other things. However, of these

companies only six quantified some or all of these
additional assumptions.

Of the 76,66 companies determined recoverable

amount with reference io the value in use, five using

fair value less costs to sell and five using a mixture of
the two methods.

49 companies had disclosed the impairment testing of
goodwill to be a key source of estimation uncertainty,
indicating that, per IAS '1, there was a significant risk

of material adjustment within the next 12 months.

However, only 31 companies in their goodwill note

stated that there was a reasonably possible change in a

key assumption that would give rise to an impairment.

Care should be taken to avoid any contradictory
disclosures in this regard.

ln terms of sensitivity analyses, IAS 36 requires
disclosure ol amongst other things, how much a key

assumption would need to change by such that it
would give rise to an impairment, but only where such

a change is reasonably possible.

Only three companies with goodwill (2017: eight) did

not mention anything about sensitivity analyses. A

number of others elected instead to provide a short
negative statement that there were no reasonably
possible changes that would give rise to an impairment
19 companies described the impact, or lack thereof,
of varying assumptions by plus or minus a certain
percentage, whilst 20 gave an indication of how much
assumptions would need to change by to produce an

impairment.
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Business combinations - goodwill and intangible
asset recognition
Of the 39 companies that had business combinatlons
in the year (2017.33),31 recognised goodwill on these

business combrnations. lt is surprising to see that a

number of companies are leaving themselves open

to challenge in relation lo the requirement to provlde

a qualitative description of the factors that make up

goodwill either by not disclosing a description at all or
by including a generic description of goodwill.

lmpact of forthcoming standards
Only one company surveyed had early adopted IFRS 9

Finoncial lnstrumenLs and another early adopted IFRS 15

Revenue from Contracts with Customers. Unsurprisingly,

the vast majority did however indicate that they were

underway in their preparations for the new standard, ln

what was the final year (at least for B1 cf the companres

surveyed) before the mandatory implementation of
lFRS 9 and IFRS 1 5 and perhaps thanks to regulatory
pressure, it was pleasing that companies provided

more information ln relation to these forthcoming
standards than in previous years.

ln relation to IFRS 15, 65 companies stated that they
expected the standard to have an immaterial impact

on their accounts. Six companies indicated that the
new standard might have a material impact and a

further 20 stated that it would have an impact, implying

that it would be material. Of those 26 companies, 23

quantified the impact, of which four provided ranges

(as opposed to a precrse number). lt was disappointing

to see that eight companies were still unable to, or
chose not to, give any indication as to the impact the

new standard would have on them.

ln terms of the approach to be taken on transition,62
companies remained silent on which approach they

would take on adoption of IFRS '15, with 28 electing
the'modified retrospective' application, whereby
comparative balances are not restated. The remaining
nine companies stated that they would be adopting

the standard with full retrospective effect. Only slx

companies gave an indication of practical expedients

they would use in applying IFRS 15.

ln a similar vein, 75 companies disclosed that they
expected IFRS 9 to have an immaterial impact and,

of the 19 companies that indicated they expected an

impact, 14 quantified this. Only three compan es, none

ofthem banks, expressed an intent to restate thelr
prior year comparatives upon adoption of IFRS 9.

Despite implementation of IFRS 16 Leases being an

additional year away, given the pervasiveness of
leasing, it came as no surprise that only 17 companies
were either unclear regarding commencement of a

transition project or indicated they hadn't yet started
their preparations. Only 12 companies explicitly stated
that they did not expect a material impact, although
ancther 30 were silent on the impact.

Although no companies had early adopted the
standard, some appeareci well advanced, with
eight already quanlilying the impact, two by using

a range. A further 36 companies gave some idea

of the impact through a cross-reference to their
operating lease commitments. However, care should
be taken in adopting such an approach, due to
potential differences between IAS 17's disclosures

on commitments and the amounts to be recognised

under IFRS 16. ln terms of whether comparative
balances would be restated on transition, less progress

seemed to have been made with BB either undecided
or silent,

Significant accounting policies and material
disclosu res
Where accounting policies were presented in a

separate note (as opposed to interspersed throughout
multiple notes to the accounts), they were just

under eight pages long on average, an increase of
approximately one page compared to the previous
year. Unlike the length ofannual reports, FTSE 100

companies do not have significantly longer accounting
policies than those outside the FTSF 350. The longest
accounting policy note was 17 pages, four pages longer

than the next one at 13.

Parent company financial statements
52 of the parent companyfinancial statements
surveyed were prepared under FRS 101, wtth 42

continuing to use full IFRS and just 6 using FRS 102

With the requirement to notify shareholders ahead of
adopting FRS 1 01 having been removed, and increased

flexibility to adapt the statutory formats, with FRS 101

reporters now permitted to use IFRS titles, over time
there may be a gradual shiftfrom full lFRSto FRS 101,

At present, just over haif the FRS 1 01 and FRS 1 02

reporters adapted the statutory formats to use IFRS

titles.
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Rightmove plc

The Group ha: ccl!^npleteal a d€raiied assessment to quantitr'!he impaei on i:i reForte(: asrets anal liab:lities of 6.JoptiJn oilFRs
16. The Grou: w;ll t€nsition t. iFR5 16 using the mod,fied retiosl*ctiv€ apFlicat:on aFproach v/ith no reslaiement o, prior year

ccmtfiratives On:Ja.uary2018:heGroupexfie.tstcrecc4nis€new.ight-of-Lr.eassets*fE1O,730.006ancl:easeliabil;aiescf
(10.824,3O0 lor its ope.atinc leases in .espe.t of office prernrses and conpary cers. The nature of ex?enses related to thos€
lea!qs vril! also chenge as the straight-line ol€rating Iease expense wlll bo reslaced witt a deprecia:io. charge fcr right-of-use
assets end in-rerest expense on lease ljabilities, in tre irst year of adopticn these are expected t6 ce apcroximately e 1,775.000
and l3C 1.000 resp+ctively. T*e G*up plans to adopt lf RS 16 in iis finencial slaternents for ;he lear ending 3 1 ilecember 2O 18-

Mears Group PLC provided a reconciliation of movements in liabilities arising from financing activities.

\-vrears Group PLC

See more examples of disclosure in the
electronic version of this publication.
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What to watch out for

Take care, especially in the first year of adoption,
to provide clear and comprehensive disclosures
required by IFRS 9 and IFRS 15.

Where IFRS 16, the new leasing standard, has

not yet been adopted, provide company-specific
disclosure on the anticipated impact.

Ensure appropriate consistency between
disclosures, for example IAS 1's critical
judgements and key sources of estimation
uncertainty and the associated account balance

notes.

Provide appropriate disclosure on debt factoring
transactions, supplier financing and similar
arrangements, ensuring that associated cash

flows are also appropriately classified in the cash
flow statement.

a a a a a a a l a t a ! a a a a t a a a a a at a a a a l a a a a a a a a a a aaa a aa a a a a

Examples of disclosure
Rightmove plc provided company-specific information on the impact IFRS 16 is expected to have.

f*Dvem€nts a. f inancing llabiliti€s during the y€ar are as fouaws:
Ec irowiftgs
rel.atinglo

assets Reld Finene
for resale leasts

At 1 Jan::ary 2018

Ineepticn of new flnance loasos

Cash outflor,",s

386 386

388 388

{6611 {661i

A:1JanjaryzUl7 I IJ 11:

I ncepti*n of n*w finanee lea*es

Cash inflows/(outllows)

2,C85 2,68=

13,S41 (1 ,954) 1 1 ,987

At31 Becemb.r2Ol7 13,941 14785
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Appendix 1 The preparation process

when implementing the recommendations set out in this document, it :s
important to work to an achievable timetable. Getting as much as possible
done in advance of the year end, when there is less pressure on the timetable,
reduces the burden during the post year end reporting cycle.
ln order to help you achieve your objectives we have provided a suggested
2018/19 plan below, as well as suggestions for what could be on the agenda
for your planning meeting.

A suggested timetable for 20'18119 (For December reporters)

October 2018
By mid October

. Planning meeting of contributors to agree responsibilities, process and governance, including how to assess
whether the report is fair, balanced and understandable, plus decide the overall structure for the report

. ldentify opportunities to make the report clearer and more concise

November 2018
Early to mid November

. Contributors draft templates for their areas of responsibility

. Structure of draft report pulled together and reviewed for duplication

. Areas for linkage identified and highlighted in the draft report

Late November/early Decem ber

. Auditors review the structure of the report and provide comments

December 2018
By mid December

. Disclosure Committee (or equivalent) approve overall structure and technical compliance of the report

January 20't9

. Draft report presented to the Audit Committee for initial comment on key messages, themes and overall balance

. Report sections updated for flnal messages based on year end results

. Cross-check for consistency with other planned or existing public reporting
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February 2019

. Audit Committee assesses annual report on behalf of the Board - is it comprehensive and is it fair, balanced

and understandable?

. Remuneration report reviewed by Remuneration Committee

. Report sections formally presented for review

-hairmen of Audit, Remuneration and Nomination Committees compose introductions to their reports

By late February/March

. Final report presented to Audit Committee, Remuneration Committee and Board for approval

Suggested agenda for annual report planning meeting

. Consider how you will ensure that all elements of your annual report meet the regulatory requirements and

effectively convey strategically important information to shareholders

. Agree the key messages and themes that will flow through the report, as far as they are understood at this
stage, getting Audit Committee and Board buy in at a sufficiently early stage

. Discuss and agree how materiality will be applied to the annual report as a whole

. With the design team, discuss the key messages and themes and how these can be brought to life
through design

. With the website team, discuss your approach to digital communicatton alongside the key messages and
themes, to agree any advance design work to be done on the website

. Plan how you will avoid the "silo effect":
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Appendix 2 Timeline of key corporate
reporting changes

Effective for periods commencing on or after:

1 )anuarv2017 
: iili^TTil:5#5,":i::,1',llll),'0,,.,o,,,",

1 January 2018 . New IFRSs on revenue and financial instruments

1 ranuarv20l' 
: ['J.'"ffi'#:I#i::n'**:fi::,ffi ffi::tffiiilce 

on Board Effectiveness

1 lanuary2021 . New|FRSoninsurancecontracts

Other significant initiatives ongoing
FRC's clear and concise initiative

llRC integrated reporting framework

Financial reporting lab projects on performance metrics and digital future

FRC thematic reviews on:

. targeted aspects of smaller listed and AIM quoted company reports and accounts;

. the effect of the new lnternational Financial Reporting Standards (lFRSs) on revenue and financial instruments on
companies' 201 8 interim accounts;

. the expected effect ofthe new IFRS for lease accounting; and

. the effects of Brexit on companies'disclosure of principal risks and uncertainties.

IASB standard setting on definition of material and rate-regulated activities
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Appendix 3 - Additional examples of
disclosure

C

o
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Strategy and business r^nodel disclosures

StJames's Place plc
An example of clearly identifying in the

business model key stakehoJders and the
value created for them is St.lames's Place

plc

Brewin Dolphin Holdings PLC

Brewin Dolphin Holdings PLC clearly links

its KPls to each relevant strand of their
strategy to facilitale measurement of their
performance to date, as well as providing

an indication, where applicable, of potential

challenges to success,
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Clients
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Stakehol d er discl osures

Barclays PLC

A good example of disclosure of acting

fairly between members is Barclays PLC

which details engagement throughout the

year with institutional inveslors and private

i nvesto rs.

- rglo American Plc
Anglo American plc identifies its key

stakeholders, summarising how they have

engaged with them, what their material

matters were and how these link to the

broader stratesY

OURI{ATEftIALIIATTERS ffi4b*'i:*si!'et

rMlMxnffi*
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Alternative perforrnance measures and
KPls disclosures

Annual report insights 2(t18 I Surveying FTSE reportint

Lonmin Plc
Lonmin Plc provide a good example of KPis being clearly presented and
explained, tied in to strategy and referenced to directors' remuneration.

Relevance to Strategy:

(O Operational Excellence

t$ Our People

iO Corporatestrategy

@ CorporateCitizenship

Remuneration

Some KPls are used as a measure in
the incentive plans for the refiilneration
of executMes. These are identifled with
the symbol @

Safety OB

2013 2014 2015 2016 2A1J
Fmn@ly6s

Definition
Lost Tlme lnjury Frequency Hate (LTIFR) is
mBasur€d per mill,on man hours worked and
reflects all iniuries sustained by employees
wtrere the lniured party Is unable to return
to work on the next shift.

Comment
The LTIFR improved by 9.1% compared to
the previous year. Th-ts was due to int€nsified
focus on a number ol safety lnitiatives,
includlng vislble felt leadership and direct
employee engagement.

Sales ()@

2013 2911 2C15 2316 201?
Fffiialys

Definition
Platkrum ounces sold are those ounces
we produce eilher as refined ouncos or
recoverable ourEes sold in concentate,
at 99.9596 punty.

comment
Plalinum sales exceeded guidance ol
650,000 io 680 0OO ounces in 201 7, as
we continued to benefitted from r€ smelter
clean-up initiative as well as various emciency
enhancement proiecls at the Srneltlng &
Refining op€ratjons as well as reduction in
refined stock ls/els.

e

&0
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Risks and opportunities disclosures

Unite Group PLC

Unite Group PLC provides good narrative
on how the principal risks are linked to
strategic objectives and discloses the focus
for the ensuing financialyear.

The Weir Group PLC
ln describing their risk apperite, the Weir
Group PLC provide insight into the risk
parameters applicable to each of their risk
assertions.
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Via bi I ity staternent d isclosu res

Marks and Spencer Group plc
Marks and Spencer Group plc explains

that risks are modelled in combination,
describes potential mitigations for risks and

explains the assumptions applied, including
relating to Brexit.

lnforma PLC

lnforma PLC clearly draws out how t has

assessed the prospects ofthe group

and includes consideration of upcoming
business developments
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Mears Group PLC

Mears Group PLC explains the risks and the
scenarios applied in a good level of detail
and includes thoughtful commentary on
the resilience of the business model.
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Board and director stewardship
disclosures

lnforma PLC

lnforma PLC includes an illustrattve case

study on va ues and culture, a technrque
to communrcate culture that has been
reconrrerded by rhe I-RC.

BT Group plc
BT Group plc provides a deta led

explanation of its external board evaluation
p rocess,

Effectiveness
review ol the Boa rd

and csmmitt€€
workings cordufted

extmally

(ondu:ions frcm
this yea.'smie*

aod areiJ idedifiEd
forimprov€mnt

Board evaluation
The Bsrd eng.rged.rr ex"t$fl.tl tna;lit.torfor tire evaluataln o,the Board and its ffimmlntrs
in 10 17, i* kmping lath the quidioce prs,ided uMerlhe curent UK Corloate Ceemalae
Coda. The racilititmviasFfi$ Hagu€ 6l lndepeadent Soard lvalu.do* (18EJ, a r0{itshlt
coniulln.sy thnt undertak€s no oths bssiness for BL The <haiman md conpan, s{retiry
sm!1ded a brief !o ,Bf h Mntrh 2017.Ihir in(luced:8I atr?nd;ng sd obswinq SGnl and
srm€ cmmittee metintr i* I'lnr.il rnd April 2017, x rellx eviewing supponing oateritl:
designed to enhaftp *j]e IBE teim! Lnde6lardirE of hou th€ BoJrd rnd its {ofi}miatpt
oFerate. l8! dlso coftiuci-ed detniled iniesieYrs witfi *ery Board mrmbtr ioll6lring d uilored
alendi, witllh€ IBE teamaisoinleftrouing pvernlfeti{ (o-rrA?efie6*r5 snd sef,ior
maoageE drDsr the businst

lB€ prePnted ita finai reperi, log*thpr rvith recnmmerJdtisE. !o the Eoard at irs set;rg jn

sept€mber?017, $hkh rhe oic.tesdisul5ed and an5idecd.lBE als p.e-pa.ed eBGte
rcpo{J icr rhe Aodrt 6 R6l,, ilofri$nthg & {armaff€ nnd &ftdrerriin aonrln:$p-t i lq
conciusioffilkre dir*$ed ty the fthva*t (o$ftittffi.The cha;man, Si. ['lichielRskE, als
receiwd a report qn scr iftdi! idud 6 irtrtor that hr s ub*quently revi*led uilh them. li i{ k
Rose,s:*nirindeendentdiEltcr,ffiEired d repo.t ontn€ chnlman, Sir Michxliake. anC

subsee-Hl y re'ie(ed itr 6nciigr $1th h,T,

i. ndditrbn to r$eiving thE l6E €FaC, the Board nnd exh @mmittec ccn*dersj therierqs of
&dr espective members, as wril r ef athm. of, thsir Ferfomance clBr t he y€ar 6r a \thole.
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Countryside Properties PLC

Countryside Properties PLC describes in
the audit committee report the assurance

the board and the audit committee have

obtained over information security and

cyber risk.

Howden Joinery Group Plc

Howden Joinery Group Plc summarises
key elements of its application of the
main Code principles and provides cross-

references to where additional information

..- 
n Ou found in the annual report.
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INFORMATION
SECURITY REVIE1^/

..ENSURING THAT THE GROUP'S
INFORMATION IS SECURE AND

MANAGED CORRECTLY HAS BEEN
A KEY FOCUS IN 2017.''
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Succession and diversity disclosures

Barclays PLC

Barclays PLC explains the approach taken to board composition,
including the use of a skills matrix and consideration of diversity
and of the executive pipeline.
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Mondiplc
Mondi plc's board explains its approach to and targets for diversity
at board level, includes Hampton-Alexander disclosures on gender
diversity and describes how it tracks diversity in the business.
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Marks and Spencer Group plc
Marks and Spencer Group plc provides clear information about
progress against the board's diversity objectives and about
developing a diverse pipeline of executive talent.
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R.ightmove plc
Rightmove plc explains its board gender diversity and its target
and provides disclosure of the gender diversity on the executive
committee and their direct reports.

At 31 December 2017, female representation on the Board
was 38olo and with the appointment of Lorna Tilbian in

February 2018 that proportion has risen to 44Yo ofBoard
members. Following the retirement of Ashley Martin in
May2018. weare delighted thatfemale representation on
the Board will rise to 50o,'o.

The Board cantinues to focus on succession planning and
developing potentialwithin the senior management team
to enable us to promote internalcandidates to the Board.

The Group succession plan also identifies individuals with
potential to join the senior management team in the wider
orga nlsation. As at 3 1 Decem ber 2077 . 260/o l2O 7 6: 21o/o\

of our leadership team(tr, were female. The Bcard is keen to
strengthenfemale representation in senior roles and has
been a contributor to the Hampton-Alexander Review. a
Government sponsored initiative which aims to increase
fumale leadership within the FTSE350. ln line with the
Hampton-Alexander Review, Rightmove has set a target
for 33olo fernale leadership by 2O2Q.
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Accountability and internal control
disclosures
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lnternational Personal Finance plc
lnternational Personal Finance plc draws
out the scope cf internal audit activity and

the link between the audit plan and the
principal risks of the business.

Marks and Spencer Group plc
Marks and Spencer Group Plc provides
good detail on how they have assessed

the effectiveness of the auditor, including
their conclusion, rationale and a plan for
improving audit quality in the coming year.
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Croda lnternational Plc

Croda International Plc provides details of its audit tender process,

including the criteria supporting audit quality.

Annual report inslghts 2018 | Surveying FTSE reporting

TBC Bank Group PLC

TBC Bank Group PLC provides a detailed explanation of the audit
ccmmittee's relationship with the auditor and their interactions.

The audit eommittee of the Company held muttiple audit planning
meetings with PwC in201?, commencing this proc€ss in the middte
ol the year. The Audit Cornmittee had the opportunity lwithout
,nvotvement of the Managementl to hightight areas it wished the
External Auditor to focus on, flagging retevant concerns and trends,
and discussing the appropriats audit response.

The Audit Committee has a poticy of regular quarterly face to face
discussions with PwC as part of our tormaI meeting agendas,
proactively and rnutualty addressing any materiaI audit or controI
issues. ln addition. the Chairman and ollen other members of the
Audit Committee, had a similar number of more informa[ [i.e. not
minutedl meetings with PwC at occasionaI but Irequent intervats,
which combined mutuaI audit planning/execution updates with some
element ol briefing or training to the Audil Committee's members
on the latest devetoprnents in accouniing regulations and eorporate
governance, which inctuded, in particulai PwC sharing with us
experiences ol beit practice across their fult internationaI audit
spectrum. This provided both parlies with the opportunity lor open
dialogue"

Given the hotding company sl.ucture of the Group. both the London
and Tbitisi practices of PwC are lulty invotved in the audit process for
the Group. PwC Georgia and PwC in Azerbaijan, which audits our
smatl fueri subsidiary are both part ol PwC's Cenrat and Eastern
Europe network firm. ln the opinion of the Audit Committee, ihis
'doubte coverage' works we[[ and provides some gxtra reassurance
lo us in te.ms of scrutiny of the Group's financiaI and risk-
management processes. We atso enjoy ready access to our audit
engaEement partner Ueremy Fosterl for the entire Group, who is
aware of his overall responsibility and ultimate sign-off duties, and
the cooperEtion and communication belween the two audit practices
is welt coordinaled with a common audit methodotogy. The London
audit teanr coordinates the entire audit {or the Group and the
batance o{ PwC's audit responsibilities is shifting somewhat {rom
Tbitisi to London. We expect this trend to continue qoing fonarard.
The Chairrnan and majorily ol the Audit Comrnittee's members are
based in the UK and enjoy ready access to the audit team there.
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Judgements and estimates, tax and
pensions disclosures

National Grid plc
National Grid plc provides a detailed
sensitivity analysis in respect of the
key sources of estimation uncertainty,
presented in a separate note to the
financial statements.
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Laird PLC

The disclosure pinpoints the area of
estimation uncertainty rather than more
generally referring to testing goodwill for
impairment.

Goodwill ifipnirment t€3ting: Connftled Vehl.l€ Sol!tloni and Wir.lesr & Thermal syit€mt
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LSL Property Services plc
LSL Property Services plc provide a

good example of the new disclosure
requirements of lAS7.44A in a clear
reco nciliation format.

lP Group plc
lP Group plc provide a table clearly showing
the key assumptions quantified for the
purposes of impairment testing by lP

Group plc.

Vodafone Group Plc
Vodafone Group Plc give a good example
of the sensitivity analysis required by

rAS35.134(f).

lnforma Plc

lnforma Plc gave a precise disclosure,

avoiding boilerplate descriptions, of the
factors leading to goodwill.
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Narrative reporting
This past year, the UK implementation of the EU \

Directive on disclosure of non-financial and diversity
inlormation (NFR Directive) became effectiver. This
requires companies within scope to include a non- I

financial information statement in their strategic
report. 70 companies in our survey were within scope '

byvirtueofyearendandSiZe.ourresultsindicate
that many companies found the new requirements a 

,

challenge (see section 4).

Another significant development this year, which will

take effect for periods beginning on or after 1 lanuary
2019,ls the publication of new reporting requirements
stemming from the government's agenda for corporate
governance reform. The new requirements aim

to strengthen the link between section 172 ofthe
Companies Act 2006 (s'172), described below, and the
strategic report to help the report provide greater
insight into whether boardroom decisions have taken

wider stakeholder interests into account2. The FRC has

updated its Guidance on the Strategic Report to reflect
these developments3,

Existing requirements
The strategic report
Other than for small companies, which are exempt,

theJlal!-:ompglgnt of the narrative section of an

annual report is the strategic report, as, require{ by
section 4144 of the Companies Act 2006. Companies

are also required by section 41 5 of the Act to include
a directors'report. Since the introduction of the
strategic report this mainly contains basic compliance
disclosures although recent corporate governance

reform has seen some additional requirements added.

The Disclosure Guidelines and Transparency Rules

(DTR) of the Financial Conduct Authority also
require most listed companies to prepare an annual
'management report' to accompany their financial
statements. However, with one small exception, these
requirements duplicate existing requirements within
the law concernin$ThE content ofthe directors'report
and strategic report.

The purpose of the strategic report is to provide
information for shareholders and help them to assess

how the directors have performed their duty, under
s172,to promote the success of the company and,
in so doing so, had regard to the matters set out in
that section4. These matters include a number of
nonfinancial considerations:

Appendix 4 Regulatory overview

The big picture
The demands placed on companies in relation to
their corporate reporting by regulators and investors
continue to evolve. To assist companies in addressing
these changing demands, the FRC continues to issue

helpful guidance as part of its long-standing'Clear &
Concise Reporting'initiative, as well as through the
work of its Financial Reporting Lab.

Since we published our last annual report insights

survey, the Financial Reporting Lab has issued:

. Disclosure of dividends - policy and practice (October

2017) examines how companies have responded to
suggestions for enhanced disclosure. lt also includes

some examples of developing practice.

. Risk and viability reporting (November 2017) - looks

at the views of companies and investors on the kev

attributes of principal risk and viability reporting,
their value and use. lt also includes some illustrative
examples of reporting favoured by investors.

. Reporting of Performance metrics - an investor
perspective (june 2018) which sets out a framework
and set of questions for companies and their
boards to consider when reviewing the reporting of
performance metrics.

. Blockchain and the future of corporate reporting -
how does it measure up (June 2018) which explores
some of the potential use-cases and impacts on

corporate reporting,

The following parts of our regulatory overview examine
requirements and hot topics in respect of narrative
reporting, corporate governance and financial
reporting.
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. the likely consequences of any decision in the long

term;

. the interests of the company's employees;

. the need to foster the company's business
relationships with suppliers, customers and others;

. the impact of the company's operations on the
community and the environmenq

. the desirability of the company maintaining a

reputation for high standards of business conducl,
and

. the need to act fairly as between members of the
company.

The content requirements for the strategic report
differ depending on whether a company is a quoted

company or a public i[!g-Lgs_t en$y. (llE), as defined
below. This is due to the way that the NFR Directive was

implemented into UK law as it resulted in two similar,

but different, sets of requirements operating in parallel

for quoted companies within scope, which leads to
some complexity. The FRC, in its updated Strategic

Report Guidance, has tried to help companies by
producing one set of guidance for those entities which
are PlEs (section 7B) and one set for those which are

not (section 7A).

For all quoted companies, the strategic report is

required to includes:

. a fair review of the company's business, including
elements such as a description of the company's

business model, its strategy and information about
corporate social responsibility (see sections 3, 4 and

5 for more details);

. to the extent necessary for an understanding
of the development, performance or positlon of
the company, analysis using financial and, where
appropriate, non-financial KPls (see section 5 for
more details); and

. a descriptlon of the principal risks and uncertainties
facingthe company. The UK Corporate Governance

Code and associated guidance also contains
requirements in this area (see section 7 for more
details).
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Also, many companies choose to present the longer

term viability statement and going concern disclosures
required by the 201 6 Code as part of their strategic
report (see section 8 for more details).

Non-fi nancial information statement
For periods commencing on or after 1 january

2012 those entities that are PlEs need to include a

n on -f i n a n c i a I i nfo r p p 
1 io1 -s-19-t-em 

g nt (N Fl state m e n t) i n

their strategic l.!gt' A PIE is defined as:

a. a traded company (which means a company any of
whose transferable securities (debt or equity) are

admitted to trading on a regulated market in the
EEA);a banking company; an authorised insurance

company; or a company carrying on insurance

market activity; and

b parents of a group with more than 500 employees.

The content of the NFI statement is similar but not

identical to the strategic report requirements above

so companies will need to be careful that they include

all the relevant elements that apply to them. For

large quoted companies, the NFI statement builds

on the existing requirements of the strategic report
by introducing speciflc requirements to disclose

information on anti-corruption and bribery matters
(including related policies), to discuss due diligence

over non-financial policies and to explain the impact

of and risks relating to various non-financial reporting
matters.

Disclosure does not need to be duplicated - there are

exemptions from some of the existing strategic report
requirements for companies which are required to

include a NFI statement. However, the FRC's Guidance

makes clear that a separate NFI statement will need to
be made in the strategic report, but cross references

can be made from that statement to the relevant

content that is included elsewhere in the strategic
report.

Our findings on how companies have addressed the

new requirements this year are discussed in section 4
(on stakeholders).

The FRC's revised Guidance includes a lot of
information for companies on how to present the

content requirements of the strategic report most

effectively.
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The updated version of the Guidance, which has been

enhanced to recognise the increasing importance of
non-financial reporting, reflects the new requirements
of the NFR Directive and enhances the link between
the purpose ofthe strategic report and the matters
directors should have regard to under s'l72.

The <lR> Framework also gives guidance on reporting
requirements that will be helpful to UK companies.
However, the <lR> Framework goes further than this,

introducing the concept of 'lntegrated Thinking'-
challenging and enabling companies to'live their story'
rather than merely tell it. lntegrated reporting (<lR>) is

discussed in more detail throughout this report - look
out for the <lR> boxes,

Alternative Performa nce Measu res
Listed companies are still getting to grips with the
European Securities and N4arkets Authority's (ESMAs)

G u idelines on Alternative Performa nce lvleasu res

(APMs)?.

These guidelines apply to a variety of documents but,
in particular, include within their scope the narrative
sections of annual reports (but not the financial

statements themselves). Although they are described
as'Guidelines', ESTVA has stated that they expect
compliance with them to be enforced by national

regu lators.

ln a UK context, the FRC has issued a number of
publications explaining that they are assessing how
companies are meeting the requirements of the ESMA

Guidelines as part of the activities of their Conduct
Committee, i.e. reviews of company annual reports.
These include their annual review of corporate
reportings and their findings from their second

thematic reviewe of the use of APMs. Also, recently
published is a report from the Financial Reporting Lab

of the FRC on performance metricsr0 which includes an

investor perspective on the reporting of performance
metrics.

Deloitte has produced a practical guide to the ESMA

Guidelineslr to assist preparers in complying with the
requirements. Similarly, ESMA itself has issued a set of
Q&As in relation to its Guidelinesl2.

The Guidelines set out a framework for the
presentation of APMs, also known as non-GAAP

measures, aimed at promoting their usefulness and
transparency. ln particular, they require that:

. APMs should be defined and the basis of calculation
Set oUU

. APMs should be reconciled to the most directly
reconcilable line item, subtotal or total presented in

the financial statements;

. APMs should not be displayed with more
prominence, emphasis or authority than the most
directly comparable measure defined by the entity's
financial reporting framework;

. APMs should be accompanied by comparatives for
the corresponding previous period; and

. APMs should be consistent over time, with changes in

or the cessation of use of an APM explained.

Our flndings on the presentation of APMs are
discussed in section 5.

Statements outside the annual report
There are various reporting requirements for
companles, aimed to increase transparency, which
require publication on a website rather than as part of
a company's annual report. These include:

. a slavery and human trafficking statement, as

required bythe Modern SlaveryAct201513. (see

section 4); and. '

. disclosure of tax strategyr4.

Companies will also be required to comply with the
following:

. gender pay gap reporting came into force on 6 April
20'17 with the first disclosures being required by 4
April 2018; and

. payment practices and performanCe disclosure
needs to be made by large companies for years

commencing on or after 6 April 2017.



Publication of all the above is required to be on a

websile rather than as part of a company's annual
report, However, where issues in these areas are
material to the business, companies will need to
consider whether disclosure should also be provlded

to meet the above requirements of the strategic
report. We looked at the extent to which companies
are deciding to include this information in therr annual

report (see seclions 4 and 6).

New requirements for December 2018 year-ends
Although there are no rnandatory new requirements
for years ended 31 December 2018, there are various
areas of regulatory focus, set out below, where many

companies couid improve their reporting. Companies

may also wish to look to the FRC's updated guidance

on the strategic report and the forthcoming changes to
narrative reporting, described further below.

Areas of regulatory focus
Narrative reporting is under increasing scrutiny - the
strategic report is the second most commonly raised

issue in the FRC's corporate reporting reviews, The

FRC is aware of concerns regarding a lack of trust in big

business and that expectations of corporate reporting
are ris rg, parr,cJ'arly ir- respecr o':

1) recognising the importance for the long-term
success of the company of engagement with
employees, customers, suppliers and other
stakeholders, The FRC is encouraging companies to be

more transparent about how they are engaging various
stakeholders and distributing the vaiue they create

amongst different groups of those stakeholders, such

as in the form of dividends, pay and benefits, capital
investments and tax; and

2) the need to communicate how a company generates

and preserves value.

The FRC's updated Strate€ic Report Guidance has been

enhanced totecognise the increasing importalce oL

non-financial reporting and encourages companies
to consider wider stakeholders and broader matters

described below,

The following areas of regulatory focus have been

identified in relation to narrative reporting.
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. The business review included within the
strategic report should be fair, balanced and
comprehensive. This includes balancing analyses

that use non-GAAP measures with analyses that
use unadjusted metrics and ensuring discussions

of performance and position are suitably
comprehensive and not omitting'bad news'.

Companies should also ensure that they provide a

fair and balanced assessment of performance and
prospects that covers both positive and negative

aspects,

. Presentation of alternative performance measures
ls still a significant focus area given the requirements
introduced by the ESMA Guidelines. ln addition, the
identification ol items excluded from APMs (often

described as'excepticnal items') is also likely to
be an area of continued focus - see the financial

statements section of this appendix for more detail.

. The linkage and consistency of the information
included in the'front half'and'back half'of the
annual report, Companies should ensure that there
is cohesion between the information reported and

effective linkage throughout the annual report. For

example, consistency would be expected between
the items identified as part of capital when discussrng

capital management in the front and back halves of
the report. Similarly, the description of reconciling
rtems in a company's tax note should be consistent
with discusslons in the strategic reporl. The FRC has

also highlighted s that they want companies to pay

attention lo ensuring the links between the financia

statements and discussions of strategy, performance

including KPls, financial position and cash flows are

c lea r,

. Ensuring that information provided is company-
specific and material to an understanding of the
business, its performance and prospects.

. ldentification of principal risks and uncertainties.
Companies should ensure that the risks and

uncertainties disclosed are genuinely principal and
make sure they discuss how risks are identified,
managed or mitigated. L nkage between risks and

strategic objectives and KPls has been specifically

highlighted as needing to be clearly disclosed There

is a particular focus on those systemic risks such as

climate risk, Brexit and cyber risk.

mance over the longer term. Future

changes to reporting ialn iEl*rea are also
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. The FRC expects reference to be made to the
impact of climate change where relevant for an

understanding of the company's activities. Omittrng
this would quest on whether the strategic report is

com prehensive.

. A number of suggestions for rmprovement of
disclosure of business models were made in

the FRC's Frnancral Report ng Lab's report in 2016.

Compan es should, therefore, expect more scrutiny
in this area, e.g. in respect of arttculat ng the key

drivers of the busrness.

. Where rn scope, ensure that the requiremenls lor the
non-fi nancia I i nformation statem ent are covered.

. ldentification of KPls. Companies should consrder
whether ratios that are discussed promrnently in the
strategic report should be identified as KPls, and that
where APMs are ldentified as KPls the informaticn
requ red by the ESMA Guidelines is given. Where

KP s have changed year on year, changes should be

explained.

. Disclosureof dividend policyand practice(i.e. how

the po icy is applied in taking decisions to declare
d vidends) as well as the leve of distributable reserves

will be an area of focus, especially after the FRC's latest

F nancial Reportlng Lab report on this topic (published

n October 2017) maoe a number of suggestions to
mprove disclosure.

. The impact of the EU referendum decision has

been highlighted as an area where the FRC expects
to see more detailed disclosure as the economrc and
po itical e"lecLs develop.

Looking further ahead
The government has published new reporting
requirements for private and public companies in

response to its consultation on corporate governance

reform. The Companres (M iscellaneous reporting)
Regulations 2018r6 rntroduce the followrng new

reporting requirements for periods beginning on or
after'1 January2019'.

All large companies (private as well as pub1lc) must
include a section 172(1) statement in their strategic
report which describes how their directors have

complied with their duty to promote the success of
the company for the benefit of its members whilst
having regard to the matters sel out in section 172('1)

(a)(l) (see above)

V/e looked for an indicat on that the s172 matters
were consrdered by those companies n our survey.
Most companies clearly considered employees and
environment. See section 4.

The dlrectors'report of a large companies (private

as well as public) must include more rnformation on

how cirrectors have had regard to the need to foster
the company's bus ness re at onships wlth suppliers,
customers and others, and the effect ofthat regard

on the principa decisions taken by the company
during the frnanc al year. Requrrements are also

added n respect of hcw directors have engaged with
employees, had regard to empLoyee nterests, and
the elfect of that regard on the prlncipal decisions

taken by the company during the financia year.

Section 4 ofour survey dlscusses the trends
we are seeing w th respect to engagement with
stakeho ders.

. All companies of a "signilicant size" must disclose

therr corporate governance arrangements in their
dir-ectors leport and on their website, including
whether they follow any forma code (excluding

companies such as listed companies which are
already requrred to report on their corporate
governance arrangements - see below).

. All quoted companies must also comply with new

reporting requirements that have been introduced
in respect of CEO pay ratios and long-term incentive

outcomes.

Further details can be found n our Need to Knowl7.

The FRC's updated Guidance on the Strategic Report
includes guidance on how companies might approach
the section'172(1) statement.



Corporate governance
This past year the main new requirement for premium
listed companies was the update to the DTR, requiring
companies to describe their diversity policy in
relation to the board, including aspects such as age,

gender, geographical diversity and educational and
professional background, in the corporate governance

statement (see section 10).

Much of the reporting focus for companies and the
Financial Reporting Council (the FRC) has been on
areas being explored for the purpose of improved
communication between companies and investors, in
particular viability statements (see section B) and audit
committee reporting (see section 11).

New legislative requirements arising from the
Govern ment's corporate governa nce reform agenda,
together with the fundamental changes built into the
2018 version ofthe UK Corporate Governance Code,

will come into effect for periods commencing on or
after 1 January 2019, with pressure from investors to
adopt certain of the disclosure requirements early,
particularly with regard to executive pay.

Existing requirements
Listed companies are required by the Listing Rules to
make certain disclosures about corporate governance
in their annual reports. Companies with a premium
listing are required to state how they have applied
the main principles set out in the UK Corporate
Governance Codel8 (the Code) issued bythe FRC.

This should be sufficient to enable shareholders to
evaluate how the principles have been applied. They
are also required to make a statement of compliance
throughout the year with all relevant Code provisions,

identifying provisions that have not been complied with
and explaining their reasons for this non-compliance.
The FRC has issued guidancere on what constitutes
a meaningful explanation. The Listing Rules also
require disclosures regarding certain provisions
of the Code, including those on the preparation of
flnancial statements on a going concern basis and the
preparation of a longer term viability statement.

During the period covered by this year's survey,

companies had to report on their compliance with
the 2016 Code, which is supported by the FRC',s

Guidance on Board Effectiveness20, Guidance on Risk

Management, lnternal Control and Related Financial

and Business Reporting2l, and by the Guidance on
Audit Committees22.
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The FRC's guidance documents include
recommendations regarding disclosure in the annual

report Alongside the 2016 Code, a new FRC Ethical

Standard for Auditors also became effective for periods

commencing on or after 17June 2016, which places

additional restrictions on the non-audit services that
can be provided bythe external auditor. Disclosure

recommendations regarding non-audit services are

incorporated into the Guidance on Audit Committees.23

The main components of a company's corporate

SOVernance report are:

. a statement on how the company has applied the
main principles of the Code and a statement of
compliance with the detailed provisions of the Code
(see section 9), often with an introduction from the
Chairman of the board focusing on the principles of
accountability and effectiveness;

. statements on the robust assessment of principal

risks and the longer term viability statement (see

section 8), which some companies include as part
of their corporate governance report, although
the majority have presented these as part oftheir
strategic report;

. a report on the work of the audit committee, in

particular its role in oversight of eflectiveness of
risk management and internal control systems, in

assuring the integrity of the company's flnancial

reporting, such as its detailed consideration and

challenge of management regarding the significant
issues affecting the financial statements, and in its

oversight of relationships with both internal audit
and the external auditor, covering effectiveness and

scope and (for the external auditor) tendering and

non-audit services (see section 11 for more details);

and

. reports from the other significant board commlttees,
in particular the nomination committee regarding
succession and diversity (see section 10 for more
details), the remuneration committee and, where
constituted, the risk committee.

Quoted companies reporting under the Act are

required to include a directors'remuneration report.
This report must contain a statement by the chair of
the remuneration committee telling the story of the
year in respect of remuneration.
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The report is split into a policy report, which is not
subject to audit and is not required to be presented
in full in years where there will not be a vote on the
company's remuneration policy, and an annual report
on remuneration, some elements of which are subject
to audit. The policy report is sublect to a binding
shareholder vote every three years, or whenever the
policy is to change. The annual report on remuneration
is subject to an annual advisory vote and includes a

"single flgure" directors'remuneration table. The GCl00
and lnvestor Group has pub ished guidance on these
requirements, which was updated in August 201624.

Updates to the DTR, reflecting the diversity
requirements of the EU Non-Financial Reporting
Directive, came into effect for periods commencing on

or after 1 January 2017.

These require companies within scope - public interest
entities that are not small or medium sized - to
describe their diversity policy in relation to the board,
including aspects such as age, gender, geographical

diversity and educational and professional background,
in the corporate governance statement. As well as

describing the policy, or providing a clear explanation if
no such policy exists, they must explain the oblectives
of the policy, how it has been implemented and the
results of the policy in the reporting period, Where this
information is incorporated into existing disclosures

outside the corporate Sovernance statement, a

suitable cross-reference should be provided.

New requirements for December 2018 year-ends
There are no new corporate governance requirements
this year for premium listed companies with years

commencing on or after 1 January 2018. This provides

a welcome opportunity for companies to focus instead

on embedding previous reporting requrrements
and planning for the substantial changes for periods

commencing on or after '1 January 2019. However there
continue to be areas receiving regulatory focus which
we have set out below.

For companies on the Alternative lnvestment Market
(A M), corporate governance disclosure requirements
have changed and will now require companies to
report on the application of a recognised corporate
governance code, with an implementation date of 28

September 2018, The Quoted Companies Alliance

has issued a revised version of the QCA Corporate
Governance Code to coincide with this change.rs
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Areas of regulatory focus
Corporate governance is currently an area of
substantial focus for Government, regulators such as

the FRC, and investors along with their representative
organisations. Much ofthe focus over the past year

has been on the corporate governance reform changes
implemented in.July 2018 through legislative change

and a new 2018 UK Corporate Governance Code, all of
which will come into effect for periods commencing on

or after 1 January 2019.

The FRC has encouraged companies to consider and
bring some of the related disclosures in the strategic
report into effect early, through its revised Guidance
on the Strategic Report and guidance on implementing
non-flnancial reporting (see above).

Some ofthe other areas that the FRC is focusing on
include:

. Further improvements to viability statements, which
the FRC highlights is a priority for investors.25 One

of the key focus areas for the FRC and for investors
is the disclosure of prospects as well as viability.

The FRC has explained that it envisages a two stage
process to meet the Code provision with clearly

differentiated reporting on each stage - the first
being about the assessment ofthe prospects ofthe
company, including the resilience of the business

model, and the second being about the directors'
reasonable expectation of viability for the period

oftheir assessment. The FRC anticipates that the
period over which directors assess the prospects

of the company will be longer than the period for
the viability assessment. This is also consistent wrth

the lnvestment Association's Guidelines on Viability
Statements2T and with the findings of the FRC's

Financial Reporting Lab's report on Risk and Viability
Reporting.2s

. Succession planning and corporate culture
disclosures have each been the subject of recent FRC

projects and feature in the new 2018 UK Corporate
Governance Code (see below).

. The FRC is encouraging companies to review their
Brexit disclosures regularly. ln particular, it calls
for companies to make their disclosures on the
uncertainties arising as a result of Brexit more
specific, identifying the nature of the likely risks and
ensuring the disclosure reflects their latest analysis of
the potential impact on the business,



The FRC has launched a new Lab along the lines of
the Financial Reporting Lab in order to foster dialogue
between audit committees, investors and auditors. The
Audit & Assurance Lab published its first report, Audit
Committee Reporting, in December 20'12 This report
"focuses on the good practice elements of existing
audit committee reporting, and encourages audit
committees to consider adopting them.",,

The report's key recommendations on audit committee
reporting include:

. lt is useful to bring out key messages, for instance in
an introductory statement from the chair.

. More concise reporting is more likelyto be read,

enabling key information to be identifled by investors

. Explain in the audit committee report why the
significant issues relating to the financial statements
were deemed to be significant, what challenges the
audit committee raised on those issues and what the
conclusion was. The disclosure on significant issues
should be easily identified and understood.

. Sufficient emphasis should be placed on audit
quality and auditor independence, in particular
disclosure is useful when there is a planned external
audit tender.

. Make it clear what the audit committee's role is in
relation to internal control, risk management, and
internal audit, in particular where there are other
committees such as a risk committee that may share
responsibility in this area,

Looking further ahead
2018 UK Corporate Governance Code
Under the Government's corporate governance reform
initiatives, elements of reform are being brought in

through the 2018 UK Corporate Governance Code,

issued bythe FRC in final form on 16July20'18 and
accompanied by new Guidance on Board Effectiveness,

effective for periods commencing on or after 1 January
20'19. The FRC took the opportunity to perform a
fundamental review and has also covered recent
hot topics including corporate purpose, s1 72 of the
Companies Act 2006 (described above), succession
planning, corporate culture and diversity.
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The changes to the Code are wide-ranging and
principles-based, They are aimed squarely at
companies achieving long-term, sustainable success.
Reporting under the Code and the associated guidance
is expected to demonstrate "how the governance of
the company contributes to its long-term sustainable
success and achieves wider objectives".:0

ln lhis context, the key new elements of reporting
requirements under the new Code are below.

On board leadership and company purpose, much of
which is likely to be covered in the strategic report:

. The board should describe how opportunities and
risks to the future success of the business have been

considered and addressed, the sustainability of the
company's business model and how its governance

contributes to the delivery of its strategy,

. The board should assess and monitor culture and

ensure corrective action is taken where required.
Disclosure should explain the board's activities, any
action taken, and an explanation of the company's
approach to investing in and rewarding its workforce.

. Where there has been a 20 per cent or greater vote
against a resolution, the board should seek feedback
and provide a final summary on what impact this has

had on the decisions the board has taken and any
actions or resolutions now proposed.

. The board should describe how the views of the
company's key stakeholders and the other matters
set out in s172 of the Companies Act 2006 have

been considered in board discussions and decision-
making. Whilst this is similar to the legislative

requirement explained in the narrative reporting
section of this regulatory overview, as it falls within
the Code it applies to all premium listed companies,

not only those that are UK registered.

. lfthe board does not use one ofthe three methods
of workforce engagement described in provision

5 of the Code, it should explain what alternative
arrangements are in place and why it considers that
they are effective.
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On division of responsibilities: On remuneration, most disclosure requirements have

historically not been included in the Code, However,
. The board should provide a clear explanation where the new Code requires a description of the work of the

it considers a non-executive director is independent remuneration committee, including:
regardless of any of the circumstances outlined in

the Code which may impair independence, or other . the strategic rationale for executive directors'
relevant circumstances which may suggest that a remuneration policies, structures and any
non-executivedirector'sindependenceisimpaired. performancemetrics;

. The reasons for permitting directors to undertake . reasons why the remuneration is appropriate using
other significant external appointments should be internal and external measures, including pay ratios
explained. and paygaps;

Oncomposition,successionandevaluation,including . adescription,withexamples,of howthe
nomination committee reporting: remuneration committee has addressed the factors

affecting policy and practices: clarity, simpiicity,
. Thepapersaccompanyingtheresolutionstoelect risk,predictability,proportionalityandalignmentto

each director should set out the specific reasons why culture;
their contribution is, and continues to be, important
to the company's long-term sustainable success. . whether the remuneration policy operated as
(ln practice, we expect this disclosure will generally intended and, if not, what changes are necessary;
be in the annual report which accompanies the
resolutions.) Also see section 10, . what engagement has taken place with shareholders

and the impact this has had;
. A clear explanation should be provided where the

chair remains in post beyond nine years from the . what engagement with the workforce has taken
date of their first appointment to the board (for place; and

succession planning purposes).
. to what extent discretion has been applied to

. Enhancement of disclosures regarding board remuneration outcomes and the reasons why.

evaluation, including the nature and extent of the
external evaluator's contact with the board and These changes will come into effect for periods
individual directors, the outcomes and actions taken, commencing on or after 1 January 20i9.
and how it has or will influence board composition.

Changes for large private companies
. Diversity disclosures, including how succession As mentioned above, the Secretary of State made

planning supports developing a diverse board, The Companies (tViscellaneous reporting) Regulations
and the gender balance of those in the senior 201832 on 17 )oly 2018 in response to the Government's
management and their direct reports.3r corporate governance reform agenda.

On audit, risk and internal control, including audit This includes the requirement for all companies with
committee or risk committee reporting: either 2,000 or more global employees, or a turnover

over f 200m globally and a balance sheet over f 2bn
. Where there is no internal audit function, in addition globally, to disclose their corporate governance

to explaining why this is the case, there should be an arrangements in their directors'report and on their
explanation of how internal assurance is achieved, website, including whether they follow any formal code.33

and how this affects the work of external audit.

This applies for periods commencing on or after 1

. ln addition to the existing disclosures regarding January 2019 and falls on individual companies that are
principal risks, the board should carry out a robust not otherwise required to make corporate governance
assessment of the company's emerging risks and disclosures in the annual report, including AIM

explain what procedures are in place to identify companies and subsidiaries of listed businesses that
emerging risks. meet the size criteria.
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Financial statements
Listed groups are required to prepare consolidated accounts under IFRSs as adopted by the EU, although whether

and for how long the EU endorsement aspectwill remain unaltered once the UK leaves the EU is at present unclear.

Listed entities that are not parent companies, such as many investment trusts, can also choose to prepare financial

statements using FRS 102 The Finctnclql Reporting Standard applicable in the UK and Republtc of lrelond (FRS 102)

The separate financial statements of a 'qualifying entity'can be prepared under FRS 101 Reduced Dtsclosure

Framework (FRS 101), which closely reflects IFRS accounting but with reduced disclosures, lf eligible, this may be

an attractive option for many parent companies'separate financial slatements and for their subsidlaries. Another

option is to apply FRS 102 with reduced disclosure. There is no longer a requirement for companies applying FRS

1O'l or reduced dlsclosures under FRS 102 to notify their shareholders in wriling.

The past year saw relatively few changes coming into force for the reports covered by our survey this year - the

most significant was an amendment to IAS 7 Statement of Cash Flo',rrs, discussed in section 13.

New requirements for December 2018 year-ends
Below is a list of the new IFRS req uirements coming into force for financial years ending between September 2018

and August 2019. Hyperlinks to further information are included in the table,

Title As issued by the IASB Per the EU adopting regulation,
mandatory for accounting mandatory for accounting
periods starting on or after periods beginning on or after

Amendments to IAS 7 (Jan 2016) - 1 )anuary 2017

Disclosure lnitiative
1 )antLary 2417

Amendments to IAS 12 (lan 2016) - 1 )anuary 2017

Recognition cf Deferred Tax Assets for
Unrealised Losses

1 )an,Lary 2017

Annual lmprovements to IFRSs: 2014-16 1 )antary 2017

Cycle (Dec 2016) - IFRS 1 2 Amend ments
1 )aruary 2011

IFRS 9 - Financial lnstruments 1 lanuary 20'18 '1 lanuary 2018

|FRS15-RevenuefromContractswith 1January2018 '1 January2018
Customers (including clarificatlons)

IFRIC 22 - Foreign Currency Transactions '1 January 2018 1 January 20'l 8

and Advance Consideration

Amendmentsto|FRS2(Jun2016) - 1January2018 lJanuary20'l 8

Classilicalion and Measurement of Share-

based Payment Transactions

Amendments to IFRS 4 (Sept 2016) - '1 
January 2018 1 January 2018

Applying IFRS 9 Financial lnstruments with
IFRS 4 lnsurance Contracts

Amendments to IAS 40 (Dec 201 6) - 1 January 2018 '1 
January 2018

Transfers of lnvestment Property

Annual lmprovements to IFRSs: 2014 16 1 January 2018 1 January 2018

Cycle (Dec 2016)- IFRS 1 and IAS 28

Amendments
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Areas of regulatory focus
ln November 2A17 $e FRC prblished flndings from its
thematic reviews into the drsclosure of ludgements and
estimates under iAS 1:- and defined beneflt pension

disc osures under IAS 193s, A report was also published
follcwing a thematic revrew rnto the use of alternat ve

performance measures:', focusing on application ol
the relevant ESMA Guidelines, which only apply to
companles' narrative reporting, but contain points
tnat may also be of relevance to non-GAAP measures
included in the financial staternents, ln allthree areas
improvements had been noted rn certatn areas,

although the FRC set oLrt areas they will continue to
cha lenge.

Prlority sectors and areas oi focus announced by the
ln respect of ludgements and estimates, the FRC stated FRC for revtews in 2018/19 are as follows:
thar, amongst other items set out in thelr thematic
review, it will continue to challenge and expect change . financial serv ces, with parl cular emphasis on banks,
by companies that do not: other lenders and insurers;

. idenrify the assels and liabilitles at significant risk of
mater a change in the next .l2 months;

. quantify the spec f c amounts; and

. provide sensit vity analysis of the possible range of
outcomes.

ln respect of defined benefit pension disclosures, the
FRC stated that, amongst other items set out in their
thematic review, it will continue to challenge and expect
change by compan es that do not:

. disclose the information needed to support an

understanding of how pensron-related risk may

affect the amount, timing or uncerlainty of future
cash flows (includlng quantified information about
the level of funding of the pension scheme in future
years); or

. clearly explain the basis on which different plan

assets have been valued,

ln respect of APMs, the FRC will continue to challenge
and expect change by companies that d splay APMs
with greater prominence than IFRS measures or those
who default to identifying matters as'non-recurrrng'or
similar in connection with ttems such as restructuring
or impairment charges. The FRC will also continue to
challenge apparent non-compliance with the ESMA

Guidelines more broadly.
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The FRC's thematic reviews for 2018/19 are.

. targeted aspects of sma er listed and AIM quoted
company reports and accounts;

. the effect ofthe new IFRSs on revenue and financial
instruments on companles' 2018 interim accounts;

. the expected effect ofthe new IFRS lor lease

accounting; and

. the effects of Brexit on companies'drsclosure of
principal risks and uncerta nties,

. oi and gas;

. general retai ers; and

. busrness support services.

More generally in relation to frnancial statements, and
in addition to the items above, signiftcant areas of
regulatory focus at the moment nc ude the following:

. Appropriate application of the new IFRSs on
revenue recognition and financial instru ments
in the full year financial statements, including clear,

comprehensive, entity-speclfrc disc osures, I ncluding

distinguishing non-recurring items from those
expected to arise each year; and

and disclosures
of focus, in particular:

narrative around tax strategy, policy and

- the completeness of ciisclosures of tax
positions and the risk of material change

identifying the effective tax rate and
lactors might aflect that rate

of major reconciling items between

relevant

a significant

the tax
liability;

profit before tax multiplied by an appropriate
tax rate and the tota tax charge, including
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- using an appropriate tax rate in the tax . The impact of a low interest rate environment
reconciiiation and not simply defaulting to the and uncertainties around the macro-economic
domestlc tax rale, e.g. where there are significant environment mean that scrutiny can be expected on

multi-jurisdictional operations. issues such as impairments, recognilion of deferred

tax assets and fair value measurements.
. Drsciosure and accounting for complex supplier

arrangements, includlng supplier financing . Whether future committed contributions under a

and presentation of associated cash flows in the defined benefit pension scheme are ln excess

statement of cash flows. of any deficit recognised and, if so, whether this
means any additional liability should be recognised.

. Disclosure of accounting policies should avoid On a related note, there is also a focus on providing

unnecessary repetition of information, boilerplate explanations where surpluses are regarded as

or irrelevant rtems, Accounting policies should recoverable assets and recognised as such.

not be provrded for rtems or transactions that are

immateriaL, non-exrstent or no longer relevani. Looking further ahead
The lable below shows other new standards and

. Appropriateaccountingforanddisclosureof amendmentspublisheobythelASB,alongwiththeir
business combinations. Care should be taken to effective dates and EU endorsement status.

distinguish between asset acquisitions and business

combinations, to identify arrangements that are

rennuneration rather than consideration and not to
i nappropriately aggregate d isclosures for d ifferent
business combinations.

As issued by the IASB mandatory Per the EU adopting regulation,
for accounting periods starting mandatory for accounting
on or after periods beginning on or after

Title

lFRSl6-Leases 1 )anlary 2019 1 January 20i9

IFRiC 23 - Uncertainty over lncome Tax 1 )anaary 2019

Treatments
TBC

Amendments to IFRS 9 (Oct 2017) - l January 20'19 1 January 2019

Prepayment Features with Negative

Compensation

Amendments to IAS 28 (Oct 2017) - l]anuary 2019 TBC

Long-term lnterests in Associates and

Joint Ventures

Annual lmprovements to IFRS 1 January 2019 TBC

Standards 2A15-2017 Cycle (Dec 20'17)

Amendments to IAS 19 (Feb 2018) '1 
January 2019

- Plan Amendment, Curtailment or
Settlement

TBC

IFRS 17 - lnsurance Conlracts 1 )anuary2021 TBC

Amendments to IFRS 10 and IAS 28 Postponed
(5epr 2014) - 5ale or Co-r"rDutron o'
Assets between an lnvestor and its
Associate orloint Venture

IDL

8l
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Regulatory overview endnotes

i hltpsr//riww.iaSplus.corn/er-85ine\,,is/2016i12lregulationS- n"piementing-
eu non-l nanc al-report ng-direcrive-published

2. hIIps //ww,,,i.ias plu s.co rn/e11 -gb/r e,r'/s/201 8/08/new- co m pa ny-re po rt ng-

requ rements-for-pr vate ano publlc companies-approved-by-par iament

3 https://www.frc.org uk/accounrants/accounrirg-anc-reporr ng-po cylclear-
and-ccnc se-and-\^i ider-corporate-reporting/narrat ve-reporttng/guioance
on the srrateg c-report

Companies Acr 2006 s4l4C(1)

Companies Act 2AA6 s4i 4C

Compan es Act 2006 s414CA

https://ww\,v,iasplus.com/en-gb/ne\tislZA.f l'tA1/irc-tl.emat c rev e$/s-
pe^s o-s jLd8e1 e- LS-a L -esr ^ ar:es-ap- s

hrI ps //www.frc.o rg. u k/getatrach m e nt/31 1 ai4Sc, bdfa -448.1-8e7d -

6de689fd 8f.1blAnn ua -Revlew-of-Corporate-Reporting-201 6-'l 7.PDF

l'Irpsr//www.frc.org. u k/getattach n'ent/ff9 87c0 1 -41 5f-.1635 -8ci ba -

ioda553014b5/091 1 T 7-APN1s-CRR-themat c-re/ ew pdf

htlps://www.frc org.uk/getattachment/e94631 0' -69c1 -4349-8ce5-
78 0o,ieca455f/LA B_ Re porti ng-of-perfo rma n ce- m errics_l u n e -20 1 8. PD F
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apms

https://ww]^/.esrna.eu ropa,euls tes/oefa u r/fl les/ bra rylesma32-5 1 -370_
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https://www.lasp us.com/en gb/publ cations/corporate-goveTnance/
go,rernance-in-brlef/gib modern slavery act

https://ww\r'/.rasp us.com/en-gb/news/2A16/A6/h-rtc,tax,straregy-gu dance
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6de689fd8f4b/Ann ua -Review-of-Corporate- Reporting-20T 6'i 7.PDF

http://w\r'rw. leg sl at o n.gov. u k/u kd si/2A18/9f8011 . T 7029S/conre nts

https://www.iasplus.corr/en-gb/publ cations/uk/need-to-kno,///201 8/
r.tk-s1f 2:)

'8. https://www.frc org.uk/o rectoTs,/corporate-governance-anc-stewaroship/ 36.

uk-corporate governance ccde

",9. https://www.frc org,uk/getatrachment/a39aa822-ae3c-4cci-b869-
db8i2ffe1 b61 /what-constrtutes-an-exp anat on-under'comp y-or-er1pa n.

pci i

2 0. https://www.frc.o rg. u k/getaiiach m e nt/T T f9559 a - 686e -48f0'bd 83 -

36adab5fe930/Guidance-on-board-effectiveness 201 1.pdf

?1. https://www.frc.org.uk/getattachrn ent/c67 2dAf -61fb-4051 -E4lr0-
f5b83alb93f6/Guiciance on Risk-Management lnternal-Control anct-
Related-Report ng.pdf

22. httpsr//www.frc.org.uk/gerartachment/6b0ace1d-1070-4678-9c.11-
0b44a62i0aod/Gu dance on Audlt-Commlrtees Apr -2016.pd:

23. https://www.frc.or.q.uk/getaliachment/6b0ace. d: d7a 4678-9.4": -

0b4:ia62i0a0c]/Gu dance-on Audit-Committees-Apr -201 6.pdi

l-rrps://uk.pract cal aw.thomsonreurers.com/L nk/Dccume.r/Blob/
bT 27ccfc 606.1 1 e69 8d c8 b09 b4f043e0. pcf?ta rgerType= P LC-n u rr rn ed a &or

ig nationContext-documenr&rrans rionType=Docurnert n age&ur que d=0
8aBfa bg 9f f 7 -4a54 -E a59-1 f8:28b8a' 96&-onreytData=(sc. Defau 11

Governance n llrief The QCA updates irs Corporare Governarce Ccce
as AlN4 t gh te ns ru es - Nl ay 20 T 8 htr ps://www2.d e citte.co m/content/
dam/De o rte/uk/Dccuments/a!o t/oe oirte-uk,gib-alm-rule-qca coce-
mr,/ rnra ^lf

FRC's adv ce for prepar rg2A11/18 Arnua Repcrts, pub isheci Ocrober
20'17, l'rtps://\,!ww.f rc.org uk/news/ocrober-201 Tiadvice-ior-pre0arrng
. J -- c-a( ^La -'epo'tS
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pcl i

FRC'S F nancia Reporrlng Lab project report, R sk anC Viabl ry Reporting
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932e8a3fc1 e6/R sk-and-Viallil ty-Reporting.pof
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F na .pdf
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: Contacts

For more information visit www.deloitte.co,uk/annualreportingsights. lf you would like advice on specific

application of principles set out in this publication, or would like to meet with us to discuss your reporting issues,

please contact your local Deloitte partner or:

ronica Poole
:robal IFRS Leader and
UK Head ofCorporate Reporting
+44241041 4844
vepooie@deloitte.co,uk

Amanda Swaffield
Director
+4420 7303 5330

aswaffield@deloitte.co.u k

Peter Westaway
Director
+44201001 9024
pwestaway@deloitte.co. u k

:
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